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Preface

In a famous essay, "A Modest Proposal," Jonathan Swift proposed a way to solve the problem of famine in
Ireland: namely, to devour the children. As the U.S. economy continues to stall or decline, we have turned
more and more to child labor, both "legal" and "illegal," to shore up the living standard of the American
family. In the 1970s and 1980s, American women entered the workforce by the tens of millions. The
percentage of married women in the workforce went from 42 percent in 1973 to 59 percent in 1991. There
was an explosion of two-income households. but the median family income sill hardly budged. Now wit!: so
many women already in the workforce, what can we do to keep family income from eroding?

The Federal government in the 1980s and early 1990s has proposed to "deregulate" child laboreven further,
and loosen up the restrictions on 14-and 15-year-olds. Is this the only way to bail out the American family?
To push children sooner into unlimited, numbing hours of fast-food employment? Take them away from
learning calculus, languages, sciences? Have a rob-the-cradle economy, that cheats children of a real
education and perpetuates an economy of low wages and low skills?

It is foolish, and blind for us, as the so-called "adults," to think that children are in control andcan cope
with this situation. Children, seeking jobs at McDonald's and Burger King, et al., have limited control over
the hours they work. As more children seek "part-time" employment, it is more and more a "buyer's
market."

Once, in the 1930s and 1940s, children who were trapped in long after-school employment, or who needed
money, could cope with the pressure by dropping out of school. In a world of steel mills and factories, it was
not economic suicide, necessarily, back then to drop out of school.

But in the 1990s, children do not have that choice: as an economic necessity, they have to stay in school.
They know it. Yet many of them have to work too. They have no control over their hours. Imagine a
schedule of 32 hours of school, plus homework, plus 30 to 50 hours of outside work! This could create, for a
child, a severe and quite inhumane level of emotional distress: which can lead often to failing grades,
substance abuse, or worse consequences.

Meanwhile, in the schools, the subjects studied are more technical and rigorous than in the past. Academic
pressue is great. And every night, in every major American city, hundreds of thousands of children are
flipping burgers or working in 24-hour supermarkets. While we, the adults sleep, they workaway, like little
elves, all over the city.

The child-labor question is not one that we should let the children decide. They are children. They are
young, often con;useii, often under enormous pressure. No, the question is one for us, as the adults, to
decide instead.

Rather than deregulate child labor even further it is time for us, the elders, to respond as morally responsible
adults and citizens. Child labor, along with "TB," sweatshops, and many other antique ills, is back on our
policy agenda. We cannot solve our economic problems by devouring our young.

Preface

Thomas H. Geoghegan Stephen M. Hessl Matthew J. Piers
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Highlights from: Sacrificing
America's
Youth

About This Report
This report is the first comprehensive analysis of child labor and government responsiveness undertaken in
the U.S.I in the past decade. It is based on interviews, surveys, and questionnaires of officials in all 50 states,
extensive library research, and reviews of legal, demographic, economic, public health, and other literature. .

From Chapter 2
There are 5.5 million working childrenages 12-17in the U.S. About 676,000 work in the
underground economy largely unregulated by the government.

The average 15-year-old works 17 hours a week; the average 16- and 17-year-old works 21
hours a week. These work hours are in addition to a 325-hour school week. White children
are twice as likely as black and Latino children to be employed.

As a society, we have yet to fully appreciate the adverse effect of child labor on the educational
prospects of young people and on the future competitiveness of the U.S. Adults have yet to
fully understand how work is remarkably different for their children than from the jobs they
experienced as young people. Nor do they appreciate the reality that jobs in the 1990s and
beyond require much more education than in the past.

From Chapter 3
There were an estimated 139 job-related deaths of working children in 1990. About a third of
deaths were in farm-related accidents.

There were an estimated 71,660 job-related injuries to working children in 1990. There are more
injuries in the restaurant industry than from any other industry. Many injuries in the restaurant
industry could be prevented by the use of protective gloves and slip-resistant shoes.

Abusive employment practices can contribute to psychological problems including substance
abuse, distress, depression, fatigue, insomnia, poor work-orientation, and other developmental
dysfunctions.

From Chapter 4
There are 841 Federal inspectors who enforce 12 laws. just 11 percent of the time less accord-
ing to some experts of these investigators is spent on child labor. At present the Federal
government has the equivalent of 93 child labor inspectors regulating about two million
businesses. By comparison, there are more than 12,000 federal and state fish and game inspec-
tors.

An establishment that employs adolescents can anticipate a Federal inspection once every 50
years.

8
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In fiscal year 1992, the Federal government will receive less in child labor penalties than it did
in FY 1991, even though Congress has provided the Federal government with the authority to
increase fines ten-fold. Typically, child labor fines are reduced by about 40 percent. A "sweep"
conducted this spring missed 11 states. Many of those 11 states have very weak child labor
programs.

In 1990, a major migrant-labor reform proposed by then Secretary of Labor Elizabeth Dole, was
killed by the White House. The proposed reforms, described in detail in a document leaked to
the National Safe Workplace Institute, would have saved the lives of migrant children, im-
proved field sanitation and living conditions, and reduced exposures of children to pesticides
and toxic farm chemicals.

At present, the Department of Labor is readying plans to loosen child labor regulations on 14-
and 15-year-olds. According to documents leaked to the Institute, the proposals would be
published on October 2S, 1992, in the Federal Register, shortly before the 1992 elections.

From Chapter 5
Most states have very weak child labor programs. Pressured by ineustry groups, four states
(Colorado, Kansas, Maryland, and Mississippi) have abandoned child labor programs and
several other states have experienced reduced capacity. The National Safe Workplace Institute
awarded only one A- (to Wisconsin), one B+, one B, and one B- (to New York, California, and
Indiana, respectively). Six states received marks in the C range, 20 received marks in the D
range, and the remainder received failing marks.

States were evaluated on the following issues: Work Permits, Health and Hours Restrictions
and Compliance Capacity. States received extra credit for unique initiatives.

Injury-reporting requirements in states are especially weak. Current requirements fail to
provide useful and timely information to regulators or public-health authorities.

Industry groups, led by the fast-food industry, are waging a lobbying campaign to weaken
child labor programs. This effort is designed to ensure that the industry has an unfettered
supply of children working at the lowest possible cost. Industry groups are fighting reforms in
a number of states, relying on political clout buttressed by subtle public-affairs and public-
relations strategies. The industry argues that child labor is a "family" issue left to be resolved
by parents and children, with no involvement by schools or government officials.

9
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From Chapter 6
There are many steps that parents, children, and educatorsif properly informedcan take to

mitigate the problems of adolescent employment. Two steps are implementing suggested

agreements: (1) between student-workers and their employers and (2) between schools and

employers designed to maximize skill development and learning. Unfortunately, most parents

remain uninformed about abusive employment practices.

From Chapter 7
At the Federal level, there is a pressing need for debate on child labor reforms. Legislation

introduced in the House and Senate, has been stalled by industry lobbyists. Because of the

demands that work places on the lives of teenagers (third only to sleep and school), other

Federal agenciesnotably the Departments of Education and Health and Human Resources

need to be involved in youth employment.

State governments need to strengthen enforcementand compliance strategies, enhance Work

Permit programs and procedures, and extend coverage to 16- and 17-year-olds.

Steps can he taken to provide minority childrenwho lack employment opportunitieswith
jobs in labor-short suburban areas. Such jobs should be linked with educational requirements.

Industry leaders should take a "no drop-out" hire pledge to remove the attraction that many

low-skill, low-wage, service-sector jobs have for marginal teenagers. Exceptions may be made

in extreme circumstances.

10
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Chapter 1: Introduction

hdt 1,, the Chili

Libor Problen,1 in

the I._

To compound the problem of physical harm is the increasing evidence that work too often

harms young people's mental health and development. Not only arechildrenthe precious
resource that politicians relish discussing being damaged, but our investments in public instruc-

tion and development are being diminished.

The role of work in the lives of our children is an issue that has been long neglected. In the U.S.,

workers, especially children, have always been expendable. As a society, we have allowed

ourselves to think that work, almost any work, is a positive influence in the lives of young

people. The troubles that mark the lives of many young peopledrugs, gangs, pregnancy,
among many othersseem more serious than employment practices. But make no mistake
about it: work has an adverse effect in the lives of many, as this report will reveal.



he demand for

labor particularly

to fill late-night

shiftshas resulted

in some high-school

students working 40

hours per week or

more.

This report has the following general objectives:

To trace the evolving and increasingly harmful role of work in the lives of teenagers to under-
stand the subtle but consequential changes that have taken place, often at a cost to education.

To examine the response of public institutionsthe U.S. Department of Labof,and the educa-
tional systemin responding to issues involving child labor.

To examine possible changesby both the public and private sectorsthat can help students
balance the role of work in their lives.

Millions of American children work. They work too many hours, too late at night, and often in
unsafe workplaces. This problem has grown more acute in recent years as families struggle to
make ends meet and as the lure of easy employment in the labor-short fast-food and service-
sector industries has increased. Middle-class teenagers, especially those who live in labor-Short
suburban areas and smaller cities are particularly affected. The lure of fast-food bucks is less
attractive ror students from wealthy families, who typically do not work during the school year,
or for students from poor families, who lack job opportunities. And then there are the traditional
child labor abuses: children laboring on farms and in garment-indusby sweat-shops. These
more traditional abuses are patterns that have been well documented and long ignored. Farm-
labor and sweat-shop abuses are most often experienced by children of immigrants and children
from minority groups. America has turned its back on these children and the hell that marks
their lives.

The reality of today's child labor markets is brutal for young people and their families. Teenagers,
for various reasons, increasingly are being pushed into the labor market at an early age, often at
the expense of educational performance, family, and community life. The service-sector warrants
greatest attention because of the number of teenagers that it employs and the late hours that
many establishmentsespecially fast-food outletsare open. The demand for laborparticu-
larly to fill late-night shiftshas resulted in some high-school students working 40 hours per
week or more. According to the most important study on the subject, 16- and 17- year-olds who
work average 21 hours per week.

El Chapter 1



IIIhe service sector

is, of course, only

ant' sector that

abuses y011i is,

people. Migrant

children pa, the

most horrendous

living and working

conditions in

America.

There are many villains. Student-workers typically have no knowledge of the laws or their
rights; parents, who are increasingly struggling to make ends meet, generally don't recognize
problems that may stem from work demands. The average manufacturing wage in the U.S. in
real terms (adjusted for inflation), has steadily declined during the past decade. Families have
been forced to muddle through and to accommodate by increasing the number of family mem-
bers who work. Meanwhile, employers have little incentive to comply with the law because of
the dreadfully weak enforcement capabilities and practices of child labor inspectors. Likewise,
schools have been increasingly aware of this problem, yet have failed to take even the most
simple steps to address it. We all are to blame for this situation and all must play a constructive
role in responding.

The service-sector is, of course, only one sector that abuses young people. Migrant children lace
the most horrendous living and working conditions in America. Migrant and other farm chil-
dren are exposed to dangerous machinery and toxic pesticides. Migrant children lack access to
field sanitation; their parents do not have access to child-care services or decent living conditions.
Agribusiness joins the garment industry in its abusive conduct toward working children. The
garment industry preys on the children of immigrants, families who have often come to the U.S.
in order to escape desperate economic circumstances.

The role of work in the lives of teenagers is an under-addressed issue and will only grow more
serious as the demand for young workers increases while the supply remains relatively stable.
There is now a window of opportunity to catapult this neglected issue onto the national agenda.
In recent years, America has spent millions on educational reform and remedial education.
There is a growing consensus for change to improve educational opportunities for America's
young people. The need for a more educated and skilled work force to fill America's new entry-
level jobs in the 1990s and for the next decade requires action. If we are to meet this challenge,
we must begin the process to reform our approach on child labor and abusive youth-employ-
ment practices.

0 Chapter 1



Chapter 2: From the Garment
Districts to the Melon
Patches

of Child Labor

Without question, the economic circumstances that many middle-class American families found
thetpselves in during the 1980s have compelled teenage members to accept jobs that might not
have been considered in previous years. Likewise, the work experience itselfespecially in the

service-sectorhas changed in ways that are benign on the surface, but are quite possibly
destructive. Moreover, child labor regulators and the schools, the two public institutions charged
with protecting the welfare of children, have not fully appreciated the magnitude of their resj.x)n-
sibilities as we head into the 1990s.

Ignorance blinds rational discussion of the contemporary child labor experience and its adverse
effects on student-workers, especially those who work in the service-sector. That ii,morailce, of
course, serves to perpetuate the problem as children unwittingly acceptemployment prospect,
that may diminish their capacity in ways that are felt for decades. This is especially true since the
late-night employment associated with the rapidly growing service-sector reduces precious
study time for academic work, especially in math and science, which compose the intellectual
foundation for engineering, computer science, and many of the highly skilled jobs that are
essential to America's future.

17
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IMere are 20

million children

between the ages of

12 and 17 in the

U.S. It is likely that

about 5.5 million of

those children work.

Any examination of work in the lives of children must consider the tragic circumstances and
experiences of young children in the garment district and melon patches of America. Farms are
inherently dangerous places. Investigators believe that as many as 300 young people are killed
each year on farms; tens of thousands more are maimed or severely injured) Farm accidents are
geographically dispersed across the U.S. and involve both children and other family members.
While it is difficult to make distinctions between work- related and non-work-related farm
accidents, there is no question that scores of young children, often younger than ten, are killed in
farm accidents each year. Just as tragically, thousands of children are exposed to pesticides and
toxic farm chemicals. Because it takes many years for the adverse effects to appear, it is likely that
the toxic abuse unwittingly imposed on childrenoften by their own parentswill take a deadly
toll for decades to come.

Likewise, the abuse of the garment districts is severe. The garment industry offers employment
to America's immigrants, individuals who come with a dream of a better life but little or no
knowledge of labor laws. For them, the abuses they sufferin America's garment districts are
routinely accepted in their home nations. Childrenare often found in cramped and horrendous
conditions, sewing and stitching the nation's clothes typically for less than the minimum wage.
New York State has established a special task force that battles on a daily basis to police its
garment district. Unfortunately, other stategovernments are far less attentive to garment em-
ployers in their large urban centers.

How Many Children Work in Americo?
There are 20 million children between the ages of 12 and 17 in the U.S. (see Table 2-1). It is likely
that about 5.5 million of those children work. It isdifficult to estimate the number of children
under 14 who work because these children are working illegally or in the informal cash economy.
An estimated 676,245 children aged 12 and 13 work. These figures do not include the very
young, beginning with migrant children in farms in California, Florida, Texas, and in other parts
of the nation.' In some cases, there are simply no other alternatives (such as available day care) to
these children working with their parents.

6 Chapter 2
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TABLE 2 -1.

Number of children, by age, in the U.S.

Likely Number

Age Number That Work

12 and 13 6,762,450 676,245*

14 3,243,107 486466**

15 3,321,609 930,050***

16 3,304$90 1,685A94***

17 3,410,062 1,739,132***

Total U.S. children, Total number of children

aged 12-17 years: 20,042,118 who likely work: 5,517,387

The National Safe Workplace Institute estimates that 10% of all children 12 and 13 years of age work.
"It is estimated that 15% of 14 year-olds work.
**See Table 2-2 below.
Note: All data by age are from the 1990 Census of Population in the United States.

What the Government Says
These statistics vary somewhat with what is reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).
According to the BLS, 5,628,000 children aged 16-19 are employed out of a population of
13,376,0(K). Unfortunately, the BLS has no estimates for working 14- and 15-year-olds and its
data, as BLS professionals themselves admit, is dubious when it comes to agricultural and small
employers. The BLS reported on January 17, 1992, the following information for 1991:

42.1% of 16-19 year-olds were employed in the civilian labor markets (down from 45.2% in
1990);

18.6% of 16-19 year-olds were unemployed (up from 15.5%); and

The average weekly hours worked for 16-19 year-olds was 24.6 hours (down from 25.7 in 1990).

On the other hand, according to an examination of working children by the General Accounting
Office at least one of four 15-year-olds are employed (see Table 2-2).3 The same study shows that
more than half of 16- and 17-year-olds work. According to the GAO report, this group averaged
21 hours of employment per week. The GAO report's authors allow that their data may under-
state the number of young people who actually work.

III Chapter 2



How excessive is a 21-hour work load each month? On May 28, 1992, the Department of Educa-
tion released a report claiming that excessive TV viewing was a major cause of educational
problems in young people.' The Education study estimates that the typical child watches three
hours of TV each day. This is about the same amount of time that the average student-worker is
employed. However, data on teenage work does not include time spent in the commute to and
from the job or the physical and mental stress in the work environment.

In examining child labor practices, we must not forget that those who work are almost always
students. For these individuals, work is an added obligation. Moreover, the issue of work is not
strictly a family issue, but a larger public issue because of the large public investments in educa-
tion.

TABLE 2-2
Estimated work statistics for children in 1988

Of all 15-year-olds:
More than 28 percent (919,000) worked
Averaged 17 hours a week
Duration of employment: 19 weeks a year

Of all 16- to 17-year-olds:
More than 51 percent (3.5 million) worked
Averaged 21 hours a week
Duration of employment: 23 weeks a year

Source: U.S. General Accounting Office, 1491
Child Labor: Characteristics of Working Children (GAO/HRD-91-83BR)

Society has yet to come to grips with the penetrating changes that have re-shaped American
families in the past decade. Parents, educators, industry, and government are largely oblivious to
the impact of today's employment opportunities upon the lives of adolescents. Parent:, naturally
think about their own youth-work experiences when considering employment options for their
children, failing to recognize the many changes that have since taken place. Also, we have failed
to realize that we are unique in the modern industrialized world in assuming that work is a

positive experience for the young. This combination of parental and societal beliefs leads Ameri-
cans to think that children can endure work without significantly adverse consequences.

1111 Chapter 2 20



The destructive quality of work in the lives of teenagers has not come as an intended conse-
quence from any segment of society. Rather, this problem has been evolutionary. In earlier
generations, much of the teenage work experience was seasonal (farm labor). it did not involve
late-night hours, whereas the convenience sector has extended the commercial life of even small
towns well after midnight. Previously, jobs were typically challenging (with diverse and varied
job chores). They involved mentoring and supervision, whereas today's teenage workers in fast-
food establishments are often supervised by other teenagers. Given these changes, researchers
have suggested that today's work experience is of significantly lower quality than that of previ-
ous generations of student workers.'

Changing demographics will make the problems addressed in this report much more acute if left
unmet. Yet the demand for teenage labor will increase as the service sector, especially the fast-
food industry, continues to grow .° Teenagers, especially from middle-class families, are caught
in a vice: th pressure of work forcing against the demands of school, family, and community.
Many teenagers have difficulty coping with the circumstances they face, and the institutions that
are designed to "help"child labor regulators and the schoolsare largely unaware of these
new circumstances and the difficulties they pose for students during their crucial adolescent
years.

A majority of teenagers are employed in the growing service sectora sector that has become
increasingly dependent on youth labor, particularly in regions with strong economies. In many .
families, economic pressures are so acute that children must work to support their families
directly. In many other cases, children must work to replace revenue that is no longer available
because of diminished earnings of primary breadwinners. This drop in income limits parents
ability to support real or imagined needs that shape the lives of the young: clothes, transporta-
tion, educational expenses, food, entertainment, etc. This situation is complicated by the fact that
clever advertising' and peer-group pressure influence the perception of need and increase the
pressure to earn more disposable income.

Meanwhile, employers are necessarily motivated by business concerns. All businesses must earn
a profit to stay open, and for most businesses there is an imperative to find employees willing to
work at the lowest possible cost. For too many businesses, especially those in the service-sector
and even more so in the fast-food industry, this means hiring teenagers (and adult minorities).
The documentation of abuses is pervasive and has been the subject of Congressional oversight
hearings,' comprehensive regulatory and enforcement actions; and Congressional legislation to
increase child labor penalties.'" Unless the situation is addressed as a serious public-policy
problem, abuses will grow as the pool of available teenage labor declines and the service-sector
enlarges. As we will soon see, the myths and realities of work are miles apart.

9 Chapter 2
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By the time a

young person

reaches 14, it is more

than likely that he or

she will have a job.

Robbing the Cradle: A Portrait of Young Workers
Work begins at an early age in the U.S. It is not uncommon to see Latino children as young as
fivesometimes youngerhelping their parents in America's fruit and vegetable patches of
California's Central Valley, Texas' Rio Grande, or in the orange groves of Florida. In large cities,
young children can he seen on street corners, especially during the rush hour, selling candy to
office workers on their way home. Supposedly the candy is being sold to support their school's
sports teams, though this is seldom the case.

Unfortunately, most adults are likely to look the other way when they see such youth employ-
ment abuses. Indeed, many adults deem such practices "cute" because they reflect on what they
think is the industrious nature of young people. These adults view such abuses superficialy and
don't appreciate the exploitation and economic desperation that motivates these practices.

Certain occupations for young children have been carefully exempted from child labor law
protections. Examples include newspaper delivery and gardening, two types of jobs that are
becoming scarce. Generally speaking, these jobs have adult supervision and involve long-
established practices. However, a vast majority of jobs are in the underground economy where
wages, often well below legal minimum wages, are paid in cash. See Table 2-3 below for a
description of youth work experiences

10 Chapter 2
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TABLE 23
Established work patterns, ty age, for child labor in the U.S., 1992

Age at which work
is likely to take place Type of work Observations

5 Farm labor piecework Family members
Migrants

Gum sales Latino youth in urban
Latino restaurants

7-8

11

12-13

14

Candy sales Minority youth in

Shoe shining large cities

Newspaper delivery*
Caddying
Gardening, lawn mowing
General farm labor

Food service

Cleaners

Family members and
other young people

Home child care (baby-sitting)*

Low-skilled jobs Work usually permitted by
law in low-hazard jobs

lobs that are typically exempted from child labor law protections.
Occupation. in italics represents jobs that are likely to be in the underground economy.

By the time a young person reaches 14, it is more than likely that he or she will have a job. For

the first time, young people receive checks and are part of the formal economy. Such jobs are

often encouraged or, at worst, tolerated by adults who are culturally biased to believe that work

experiences are positive.
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Teenaged Workers in Contemporary America
In contemporary America, there are three groups of teenagers, each with corresponding employ-
ment opportunities. It is important to understand the particular problems each group has in
balancing the pressures of work, school, family, and community. In understanding the realities
of each group, we can begin to shape a rational discussion that will lead to enlightened choices.
Each of the three groups is discussed below.

(1) Teenagers whose circumstances compel them to work.
These teenagers are from middle-class America. Their homes are under growing economic
pressure. Millions of their parents experienced reduced income during the 1980s as they
were increasingly forced to replace moderately well-paying jobs lost in white-collar or blue-
collar union labor markets with low-paying service-sector jobs." Moreover, a growing share
of these families are headed by a single parent.''- It is this group that produces the vast
majority of student-workers in the service-sector of our economy. Employment opportuni-
ties for this group of student-workers exist largely in middle-class and wealthy parts of
society.

(2) Teenagers who would like to work but cannot because of a lack of local employment
possibilities.
The poorest segment of the teenage population faces considerable barriers to work. Young
people who would appreciate work opportunities must often overcome racial and geo-
graphic barriers. Employment opportunities, almost by definition, do not exist in low-
income neighborhoods. The obstacles that teenagers from low-income families must
overcome to find work are formidable. With few exceptions, these teenagers are unlikely to
have significant employment opportunities under the current circumstances.

(3) Teenagers whose economic circumstances and social status make it unlikely that they
will work as teenagers.
Teenagers from the wealthiest segment of society are highly unlikely to take jobs, especially
during the school year. In most instances, these individuals are college-bound and feel
significant pressure to allocate their time and energy to academic preparation and extracur-
ricular activities that will advance long-term goals. Throughout the 20th century, students
from wealthy families have enjoyed clear advantages over their peers. If anything, the
burdens placed on middle-class students who work, widen the competitive educational
performance gap between wealthy and middle-class students.
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There are, of course, exceptions. There are middle-class students who do not work, students
from poor families who find and retain employment in spite of barriers, and students from
wealthy families who, for whatever reason, take jobs. However, the patterns are unmistakable:
the pressures on middle-class young people to work are acute and growing. These employment
opportunities too often come at the expense of educational attainment, health, family life, and
longer-term requirements for a society that faces increased global competition.

The U.S. General Accounting Office found that in general, middle and upper-middle class white
teenagers are most likely to work (see Table 24 below).

TABLE 2-4
Family income and race of children who work

Annual family income Percent of 15 to 17
year-olds employed

$ 20,(XX) or below 32

Above $ 60,000 54

Percent of 15 to 17

Race year-olds employed

Whites 49.7

Blacks 27.9

Hispanics 27.6

Others 34.2

Source: U.S. General Accounting Office, 1991
Child Labor: Characteristics of Working Children (GAO/ HRD-91-83BR)

The rest of this chapter will involve an examination of the changing economic realities of middle-
class families, the explosive growth of the service-sector (especially the fast-food industry), and
the myths that hinder a rational and productive discussion of the role of work in teenagers' lives.

Until the 1970s, middle-class American families had every reason to be optimistic. Real incomes
continued to rise and prospects for a prosperous future were bright. Those prospects have been
shattered by declining real incomes of primary breadwinners, especially in middle-class families.
In the 1950s, 60s, and through most of the 70s, most primary breadwinners could expect to be
making substantially more, by age 30, than their fathers made at the end of their careers."
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Not only has primary breadwinner income declined, but so has the nuclear family. The nuclear
family that typified America until the 1970s is disappearing. In 1940, seven out of ten families
were traditional, nuclear families where "Dad" was the exclusive breadwinner. Today, only
about one out of five families relies exclusively on the primary male breadwinner's income.
Many families are heavily dependent upon two incomes. Increasingly, households are main-
tained by women, who typically earn one-third less than their male counterparts." For better or
worse, the traditional structure that dominated American family life simply no longer exists.

Beyond the rapidly changing demographics lies the problematic effect of myths on society's
attitudes toward teenage work. There are two myths that must he dispelled before we can
develop a rational course of action to address this growing yet unappreciated problem.

Myth Number 1:
Educational reform especially spending more money can remedy the problems of educational
performance

The reality is that the U.S. spends more, in real terms, on the education of yot.mg people than
almost any major industrialized nation. Table 2-3 shows that the U.S. spends more than any
nation but Switzerland, substantially more than Germany, and double that of Japan. The table
below shows that without question, money alone is not the answer. Interestingly, the only nation
listed in Table 2-5 in which teenage students are allowed to work (outside of agriculture) is the
United States.

TABLE 2-5
Per pupil educational spending* by selected industrialized nations

Nation Spending
per student

Year

Switzerland
United States
West Germany
France
Britain
Iapan

$3,683
$3,310
$2,253

$1,996
$1,897
$1,805

1985

1985

1985

1984

1984

1985

PR-kindergarten through 12th grade.
Source: 11.ci Dept of Edukation, I an d 'Ti' OECD'. 1455 hirchaNing Power l'aritie. Index.
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Communities across the U.S. are grappling with various educational reforms: decentralized
school boards, magnet schools, parental choice, and many other strategies. But these reforms will

not yield promised dividends unless private and public investment are protected in the impor-

tant teenage years, the period when students learn higher mathematics and science and other

skills that have so often been described as critical to America's future. Furthermore, the cost of

remedial instruction by industry alone now approaches $40 billion's an investment that other-

wise could be spent on research and development to increase American competitiveness.

Myth Number 2:
Work was good for me, so it should lie good for my child

Parents are inclined to believe that what was good for them must be good for their children. This

feeling is reinforced when it comes to children working in the fast-food industry, a sector of the

economy with a benign image. This is in spite of the fact that such employment can be deadly
and frequently leads to substantial sleep loss and possibly adverse health effects. To a great

extent, many of the problems associated with teenage employment in the fast-food industry are

relatively new and have grown rapidly since the 1970s.

The work expel iences of the current generation of teenagers and those of their parents differ

significantly. In the 1950s and 1960s, student-workers were likely to be employed in small shops,

in bakeries, at the local post office, or as a clerk in a factory. Those experiences were often
accompanied by mentoring from a boss or experienced supervisor. Work tasks were often 1..aried

and almost never did the work involve late-night hours.

Today, the work experience is much different for the vast majority of teenagers who toil in the

fast-food industry. It is not unusual for a supervisor to be 17. Virtually all the employees are

even younger, creating a youth-dominated workenvironment. The tasks performed are highly
routinized and unchallenging, as well as stressful, because a premium is placed on speed and

appearance rather than on work quality. Likewise, many teenagers arecompelled to work late
hours, often past midnight. Without question, the work experience of the contemporary teenager
is far different from that encountered by previous generations.

The issue of teenage work is complex, not subject to easy resolution. We must be thoughtful and
fair in examining the issues that have been discussed in this chapter (and in later chapters of this

report). Certainly there is a growing debate, led by chief executive officers of major corporations,
urging a stronger focus on educational reforms that will provide today's youth with the technical

skills that will make them more prepared for the world of work. Corporate leaders are particu-
larly eager for schools to impart stronger mathematics, science, reading, and communication
skills that are associated with technical subject matter. This is a narrow approach to the issue of

work force preparedness. But such discussion can provide a context in which to discuss the
problems of student-workers.
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We desperately need an enlightened debate designed to help us consider the "type" of educa-
tional investment needed in our society. It makes no sense to spend massively on education only
to see educational improvements negated by ineffective child labor policies. It would be short-
sighted to depend upon the public sector alone to shape this debate and develop appropriate
responses.

Notes:
1. This estimate has been made in various studies and comments by Prof. Bill Field, Purdue
University. Professor Field's most recent findings were reported on at the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers meeting in 1992.

2. Some recent examples of excellent reporting on child labor abuses include M. Wagner and \l.
Breton (1991) "Fields of Pain," The Sacramento Bee, Dec. 8-11, 1991, and B. Butterfield (1990)
"Children at Work," The Boston Globe, April 22-26, 1990.

3. Child Labor: Characteristics of Working Children, U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO/
HRD-91-83BR), p. 17.

4. Report on National Public Radio. The results were released by President Bush, who stated
that reduction of TV viewing was critical to improving educational performance.

5. See Laurence Steinberg and Ellen Greenberger, When Teenagers Work (1986), particularly
Chapter 2.

6. According to Restaurant Business magazine, there were 121,645 fast-food restaurants in the
U.S. in 1989, up 30 percent from 1985. McDonald's, for example, has enjoyed steady growth
between 1979 and 1989, with 5,747 restaurants in the U.S. and abroad in 1979, compared to 11,162
total restaurants in 1989, according to the company's 1989 annual report.

7. Teenage Research Unlimited, a Northbrook, Illinois-based market research group, reports that
advertisers have changed the focus of the teenaged consumer market from age 18 to 15 because
the typical high-school junior has nearly $60 a week in spending money from jobs and allow-
ances, and brand loyalties develop early. The group estimates that more than 40% of juniors have
jobs. In addition, a survey conducted by the firm found that 26.4 percent of teenagers aged 12 to
19 owned cars in 1990, an increase over 1989 levels.

8. Congressional hearings included the March 16, 1990 hearing held by the Employment and
Housing Subcommittee of the Government Operations Committee, U.S. House of Representa-
tives and the May 8, 1990 hearing before two subcommittees of the U.S. Senate's Committee on
Labor and Human Resources. The National Safe Workplace Institute testified at both hearings.
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9. The "Child Watch" effort by the Department of Labor, which attracted national publicity,
found substantial abuse in the service-sector. See, for example, "Widespread Child Labor

Violations," in The New York Times (March 16, 1990) and "The Child Labor Sting," Newsweek

(March 26, 1990).

It). Legislation that has been introduced includes S. 600, "The Child Labor Act of 1990," spon-

sored by Senator Howard Metzenbaum (Dem., Ohio), which addressed greater penalties for

offenders, and updated the list of hazardous jobs and tasks. As part of the Budget Reconciliation

Legislation recently enacted into law, the Federal penalties for Child Labor violations have been

increased by tenfold. However, with only one Federal complianceofficer per state, it is unlikely

that increased compliance will be forthcoming.

11. Between 1979 and 1986, some 3.4% of the full-time work force, or more than 3 million work-

ers, moved down the economic ladder from jobs with mid-level earnings to jobs with low-level

earnings. See The State of Working America, Economic Policy Institute (1988), p. 15. This

downward wage shift can be largely attributed to the loss of 2 million manufacturing jobs
between 1979 and 1987, paying an average of $21,000 per year. An estimated 44% of new jobs

created between 1979 and 1985 paid $7,400 per year or less. See John J. Sweeney and Karen

Nussbaum, Solutions for the New Work Force: Policies for a New Social Contract (1989), pp. 38-9.

12. The percentage of female-headed families with children rose from 14.6% in 1975 to 20.6 in

1988, according to Bureau of Labor Statistics data. In 1988,67% of these single mothers were in
the labor force. See "American Families: 75 Years of Change," reprinted from the U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor's Monthly Labor Review (March 1990).

13. U.S.l Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Male-Female Differences in Work

Experience, Occupation and Earnings: 1984, Series P-70, No. 10, August 1987, Table G, p. 5 and

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Money Income and Poverty Status in the

United States: 1986, Series P61), N. 157, pp. 15-17.

14. See "Family Members in the Workforce," American Families: 75 Years of Change, Monthly

Labor Review, Bureau of Labor Statistics (March 1990), pp. 14-19.

15. See "Training the Workforce of the Future," Technology Review p. 66 (August/September

1989).
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Chapter 3: A Silent Epidemic

I Ile I eci 1 tl

1\oi kii yen

Workers have always been expendable, but children who work are especially expendable.
Children are killed and injured in substantial numbers, but their interests are failed by a flawed
public policy that offers little protection and a compensation system that places little value on
their lives. The physical danger of work is compounded by the insidious problem of psychologi-
cal damage. Yes, work can help to produce positive qualities in young people. But unquestioned
attention and loyalty to the positive attributes without concern for problems will ensure that
problems are compounded. In the interest of protecting young people and ensuring a full and
informed debate, it is time that we understand the likely scope of problems that work causes the
young.
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Some industries have made strides in combating workplace accidents and illnesses. This is
especially true in industries where strong unions have compelled management to address
hazards. When it comes to working children, however, we have fallen far short of what can and
should be done. Working children are typically employed in industries that have little regulation
or enforcement from either child labor inspectors or from the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration. In the service sector, middle-class white children are often unable to communi-
cate or develop meaningful rapport with the non-English speaking adults whom they work side
by side with. As we will see, these factors leave young people vulnerable to injury and even
death.

The Toll of Death Among Working Children

It is likely that 139 deathsmore than the number of U.S. soldiers killed by hotaile forces in
Desert Stormresulted from work-related accidents in 1990. This estimate relies on methods
used by government and academic researchers (See Table 3-1).

TABLE 3-1

Estimated work-related deaths annually to working children

Data on Fatalities Estimated Deaths
of Working Children of Working Children

NTOF (13% of 7,500):1 98

Adjustment for under-
counting farm deaths:2 41

Estimated number of deaths 139

Notes:
1. Studies of death certificates by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) show that 1.3% of
work-related deaths in 1980-1984 (National Trauma Occupational FatalityNTOF) were of adolescents between the
ages of 12 and 17. The total estimate of work-related deaths 7,500 was made by the Occupational Injury
Advisory Committee, National Injury Control Board, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services in 1991.
2. In a paper presented at the American Society of Agricultural Engineers in 1992, Professor William E. Field of Purdue
University and Ernest J. Sheldon, a Graduate Research Assistant at Purdue, reported that 300 children die each year
from farm-related injuries. According to Messrs. Field and Sheldon, 55% of deaths are of working children less than 15
years of age. Assuming that one-fourth of these deaths are work-related and involve non-family members, we can
anticipate that NTOF estimates under count farm deaths by 41 per year.

Source: Prepared by the National Safe Workplace Institute
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Like workplace deaths in general, we don't hear much about the deaths ofworking children.
The conditions in which children work go unchallenged by society and unanswered by a weak
regulatory system. Because we ignore these conditions, we accept the fact that children will die

and be injured. Over time, our collective neglect becomes imbedded in our culture and situations

that outrage the informed are accepted.

This problem becomes compounded by other factors. Some bystanders tend to blame the deaths

of working children on personality characteristics sometimes associated with the young. It is too

easy to think of young workers as young and careless, and to think that these characteristics
contribute to accidents.. It is time to skeptically challenge the factors that victimizethe victims.

Unless we change our way of thinking, problems that could be corrected will persist.

The general cultural bias against children is made worse by a failed public policy. In fact, public

policy sanctions the deaths and injuries of working children in two ways. First, as we will see
later, those charged with enforcing the nation's laws typically impose little or no penalties, even
for the most egregious violations. Second, the compensation system ignores the cries of injustice
to the young. With few exceptions, children are not eligible forworkers' compensation and they
seldom have the right to sue. Our compensation systems are based upon wage historiesthat
simply do not exist for the young. The sad truth is that allowing the young to be injured on the

job is very inexpensive.

The workers' compensation system is obscene in its neglect for the working children who are
killed. In our failed system, compensation is limited to burial benefits because working children
typically lack surviving, dependent family members. Because state law considers workers'
compensation benefits as the exclusive remedy in most job-injury cases, the right of an injured
worker or survivors of a deceased to sue an employer is severely limited.

Because of these deficiencies in workers' compensation laws, the cost of death benefits for
working children to employers is usually limited to burial payments. In most states, funeral costs
often exceed burial benefit levels allowed under law, so families of deceased working children
absorb some of the cost of burying their young. A typical funeral in the U.S. costs about $4,700
and often runs more than $7,500. The burial payment limitation levels provided under state
workers' compensation laws are listed in Table 3-2 below.
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TABLE 3-2
Maximum burial allowances under workers` compensation laws

State Amount

Alabama $ 1,000

Alaska $ 2,500

Arizona $ 3,000

Arkansas $ 3,000

California $ 5,000

Colorado $ 2,000

Connecticut $ 4,000

Delaware' $ 700
District of Columbia $ 1,000

Florida $ 2,500

Georgia $ 5,000

Hawaii'
Idaho" $ 3,000

Illinois $ 1,750

Indiana $ 4,(X)0

Iowa $ 1,000

Kansas $ 3,2(X)

Kentucky' $ 4,000

Louisiana $ 3,000

Maine' $ 4,000

Maryland' $ 2,5(X)

Massachusetts $ 2,0(X)

Michigan $ 1,500

Minnesota $ 2,500

Mississippi $ 2,000

Missouri $ 5,000

Montana $ 1,4(X)

Nebraska $ 2,0(X)

Nevada° $ 5,000
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New Hampshire $ 5,000
New Jersey $ 3,500
New Mexico $ 3,000
New York'
North Carolina $ 3,000
North Dakota $ 2,500
Ohio $ 3,200
Oklahoma'
Oregon $ 3,000

Pennsylvania' $ 1,500
Rhode Island $ 5,000
South Carolina $ 2,500
South Dakotaw $ 3,000
Tennessee $ 3,000
Texas $ 2,500
Utah $ 1,800
Vermont $ 2,000
Virginia" $ 3,000
Washington $ 2,000
West Virginia $ 3,500
Wisconsin $ 1,500

W yomi ng $ 1,800

Notes:
1. Burial expenses in excess of maximum can be approved if there are no dependents.
2. Funeral expenses will he paid to the mortician; not to exceed 10 times the maximum weekly benefit. Burial expenses
at the cemetery are not to exceed five times the maximum weekly benefit.
3. Actual expenses of transporting a body are covered.
4. Expenses of transporting a body are covered if within Kentucky.
5. A total of 53,000 is paid to the state as incidental compensation.
6. Transportation of the body and an accompanying person are covered if within the continental U.S.
7. Funeral expenses are limited to amounts established by the Chairperson of the Workers' Compensation Board.
S. If there are no dependents, 53,000 will he paid to the decedent's estate.
9. In the case of occupational disease, 5750 will he paid directly to the undertaker.
It). Actual expenses of transporting a body are covered.
II. Reasonable expenses not exceeding 55(X) for transportation of the decedent's remains will be covered.
12. Unless covered by an agreement between employer and employee.

Source: State workers' compensation laws as of January 1, 1991.
Taken from Basic Information on Workplace Safety R.: Health in the United States 1992 Edition, National Safe
Workplace Institute.
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Workers'-compensation benefits for those killed or injured on farms are even worse. While most
states require that employers provide workers'-compensation insurance coverage for their non-
farm employees, the same is not true for farm workers. Indeed, only 13 statesArizona, Califor-
nia, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Montana, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, Ohio, Oregon, and Texasprovide farm workers the same level of protection as non-farm
workers. In the remaining states, compensation for injured farm workers is more a matter of luck
than protection.

It is cheap to kill a worker in the United States and especially cheap to kill a working child.
Workers'-compensation laws are antiquated when it comes to the interests of working children.
Employers who expose working children to the risks of death or serious injury have, in fact, had
their behavior sanctioned by a weak and disgraceful public policy. It is wrong to think that
existing laws and public policies, including workers'-compensation laws, protect young people
from abusive or risky employment practices.

Putting a Face on the Deaths of Working Children
The stories of the deaths of working children are tragic. Families are typically poor or middle
class. Many are single-parent households or involve minorities. Working children are typically
industrious and well-liked by family members, friends, and co-workers. The sudden death of a
child leaves a vacuum of both body and spirit and a sense of loss that cannot be easily measured.
The shock of an unresponsive public policy is abrupt and quickly makes victims of families
themselves. These deaths seldom involve unions or other empowered groups, which makes the
families of working children particularly powerless.

There are names and faces behind the statistics. These stories illustrate a reality that numbers just
can't express. The tragic story of 15-year-old Bernie Kimmell was written about in FacesThe Toll
of Workplace Death on American Families' Like many teenagers, Bernie took a job to earn a few
extra bucks. Among his tasks at a 7-Up plant in Elkton, Virginia, he operated a fork-lift. Bernie,
the youngest of six children, was killed in an accident while operating the lift. Much to his
misfortune, his death could have been avoided had his employer adhered to Federal and state
child labor laws that restrict the operation of fork-lifts to persons 18 years and older.

The fork-lift that Bernie operated overturned, crushing his strong, six-foot-five inch body.
Fortunately, his mother, Margaret made it to her son's side before he died. In an interview with
her, Margaret said that Bernie lived with very little emotion. On his death bed, Bernie told his
Mom he loved her, the first time that she had heard such words of tenderness from him. As soon
as he spoke, he died.

Bernie's employer was fined a few hundred dollars by the Federal government. Margaret filed a
lawsuit against 7-Up. lust a few months ago, the court ruled that 7-Up was immune from litiga-
tion under Virginia's workers'-compensation laws.' In total, Margaret has received $2,(XX) in
workers'-compensation death benefits to bury her son, an amount less than the cost of Bernie's
funeral.
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This story is hardly unique. Jesse Colson/ a young Indiana high-school student, was illegally
hired by Domino's Pizza, Inc., to deliver pizzas near Indianapolis. (Federal law mandates that
one must be 18 to operate a commercial vehicle, a law that has often been disregarded by
Domino's management.) At Jesse's place of employment, management had instituted a "King of
the Lates" policy to punish drivers who did not deliver pizzas within the 30-minute limit prom-
ised to customers.

In a predictable fashion, Jesse Colson lost his life rushing to finish a delivery. As was the case
with the 7-Up corporation, Domino's escaped real responsibility. For a $4,000 workers'-compen-
sation death payment, Domino's walked away from Jesse's death. The deaths of Bernie and Jesse
both were legitimized by an outrageous public policy that lets employers escape real punishment
for their acts of tragic neglect.

One place where one would expect workers to be safe would the fast-food industry. But con-
sider the tragic death of Brent Martinek.4 Brent, a 16-year-old, was found slumped over a large
electrical outlet at a McDonald's in Milwaukee. He had been electrocuted.

According to press reports, Brent was electrocuted while attempting to plug in or unplug a cord
to a bun-warmer at the fast-food outlet. Brent, who had been on the job just four days, was found
by his manager and taken to a hospital, where he was pronounced dead. Martinek is not alone
as the victim of an electrocution at McDonald's. There have been others, but whatever was
learned from those preceding tragedies obviously was not applied in time to save Martinek's life.

Workers have always been exploited, but children as workers are especially vulnerable to
abusive and negledful employers. In the U.S., public policy fails to sanction and deter employers
who kill children. Families end up with a booby prize, paying some of the costs of burying their
young. From an economic perspective, the employer has transferred or externalized the costs of
murder from the work environment to the family and society. In the case of Bernie, Jesse, and
Brent, the huge social investment in education, nurturing, and caringby both families and
communitiesis wiped out. For their families, the loss is far more profound.

The results of injury and death are dramatic and apparent. The result of chemical exposures
however is far more complex. Many working children, especially those who work on farms, are
exposed to chemicals and toxins that cause disease. Most diseases have lengthy latency periods.
It is impossible to know what the full impact of these exposures will be for decades to come.

There are few ordeals more stressful than for parents to bury their young. While any death
engenders a sense of loss, the death of children is especially tragic. There is something terribly
wrong when a young person dies. We have a special burden to ensure that our young people are
protected and not recklessly sacrificed.
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How Many Working Children are Injured?
Children suffer far too many work-related injuries. A Massachusetts study of adolescent visits to
emergency rooms for treatment of injuries found that, of those injuries with an identified location,
24% had occurred on the job. As is the case with fatalities, however, existing public policies have
failed to provide meaningful occupational-injury reporting for working children. There are,
however, reasonable methods that can be used to estimate the number of working children
injured each year in work-related accidents. Such methods must be used if we are to develop a
sense of the scope of occupational injury among working children. In using the calculations in
Table 3-3, we can estimate the number of injuries to working children at about 71,660 in 1990.

TABLE 3-3
Formula for determining the number of injured minors per year

Number of working children

Injury rate per 100 workers

Number of injuries

Average minor workweek (hours)

= A x B ÷ 1(X)

=

=

=

=

5,500,(H X)

8.6

473,(X X)

15

=

=

=

=

A

B

C

D

Average adult workweek (hours) = 40

Workweek ratio = D ÷ 40 = .375 = E

Number of injuries, reduced
for workweek ratio

= C x E = 177,375 = F

Average number of weeks per
year worked by minors = 21

Average number of weeks per
year worked by adults = 52

Employment duration ratio = G ÷ 52 = .404

Final number of injuries, reduced
for employment duration = F x H = 71,660

Note:
Injury rate per 100 workers is from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. For information on other numbers used in these
calculations, see information that follows.
See Appendix I

Prepared by the National Safe Workplace Institute
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Until we know the scope of the problem of occupational injury to working children, it is unlikely

that we will develop appropriate policies and programs to ensure that children are protected

from hazards and abusive employment practices. By examining other sets of data, we see that

the scope of occupational injury to working children is large. For example, one study shows that

in 24 states, non-fatal work injury rates in children were high, with an annual rate of 12.6 per 100

for males and 6.6 per 100 for females. The same study shows that serious injuries such as frac-

tures made up 5.8 percent of the injuries.'

The National Safe Workplace Instituteworking with statisticians and demographersdevel-
oped a formula to calculate such an estimate for a group of industries known to employ substan-

tial numbers of children. We discovered that it is likely that 40,000 working children were

injured in 1990 in just five industries.

TABLE 3-4
Estimated levels of injury to working children by age group and for selected industries

By age:

Estimated numbers of

Age Injuries to working children

12-13 1,444

14 3,209

15 9,084

16 14,035

17 16.849

Total injuries: 44,621

Estimated numbers of

By industry grouir: Indnstry group Injuries to working children

Eating and drinking places 20,064

Grocery stores 10,541

Nursing homes 4,789

Department stores 5,621

Hotels and motels 3.Q )6

Total Injuries 44,621

Source: Prepared by National Safe Workplace Institute
Please \Vt.. Appendix I for details on calculations.
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Calculations used in preparing the estimates in Table 3-4 are based on understanding industry
injury rates, the amount of hours each week and the number of weeks each year that working
children are employed, and what share of the labor force for that industry that they comprise.

The formula used for this purpose is provided in Table 3-5. Specific calculations and assump-
tions, are provided in the Appendix II of this report.

TABLE 3-5
Method for estimating occupational injuries for working children

Step 1. Identify the preliminary number of working children by age in the U.S.

The base-line for the number of children by age has been reported by the Bureau of Census
for 1990 as:

1. 12- and 13- year-olds: 6,762,450
2. 14- year-olds: 3,243,107
3. 15- year-olds: 3,321,069
4. 16- year-olds: 3,304,890
5. 17- year-olds: 3,410,062

The percentage of working children by age (15-17) has been determined by the U.S. General
Accounting Office as

1. For 15-year-olds:
28 percent work
Work week averages 17 hours

2. For 16- and 17-year-olds:
51 percent worked
Work week averages 21 hours

For the purpose of this estimate, the authors have made the following assumptions about 14-
year -olds:

14 percent work
Work week averages 10 hours

For the purpose of this estimate, the authors have made the following assumptions about 12-
and 13-year-olds:

7 percent work
Work week averages 6 hours

We have listed five leading industries that employ significant numbers of working children.
Included with this, we have estimated the percentages of the number of working children
compared to the adult work force for each age group and industry.
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Work percentages:

Industry 12 & 13 14 15 16 17

Eating and drinking 3.(X) 4.00 6.66 8.33 10.00

Grocery stores 2.25 3.00 5.00 6.25 7.50

Nursing homes 1.50 2.00 3.33 4.17 5.00

Department stores 1.80 2.40 4.00 5.00 6.00

Hotels and motels 1.50 2.00 3.33 4.17 5.00

With these statistics we are able to determine the total number of working children for each
age group and industry.

Age group:

Industry 12 & 13 14 15 16 17

Eating and drinking 10,716 14,288 23,789 29,755 35,72(1

Grocery stores 5,63(1 7,5(16 12,497 15,631 18,765

Nursing homes 2,558 3,410 5,678 7,101 8,525

Department stores 3,002 4,003 6,665 8,337 10,008

Hotels and motels 1,926 2,568 4,276 5,348 6,420

Step 2. Determine the final number of child injuries.

Calculate the number of child injuries per age by multiplying the total number of injuries
per industry times the work force percentage. We then adjust this value to determine the
final number of injuries. Multiply the number of child injuries by the work week ratio. This
ratio is the average child work week to the average adult work week of 40 hours.

Age Average work-week ratio

12 & 13 6/40 = .15
14 10/40 = .25
15 17/40 = .425
16 & 17 21/40 = .525

The number of injuries must then be adjusted by the percentage of the number of weeks per
year a minor works to that of an adult.

The average minor works 21 weeks a year to give a work year ratio of .404

See Appendix II for details of calculations.
Note: This meth, Id is likely to understate the amount of occupational injury for working children because it:
a. Ignores the fact that demographers have established that younger workers have higher rates of injury than adult
worker..
b. Data do not reflect the number of injurio, that occur to individuals under 12 and do not adequately reflect the
numbers of injuries to farm children.
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Table 3-6 provides a more detailed examination of injuries in each industry, group and by age.
Younger workers work less and comprise a smaller share of each industry group's labor force.

The methods used in this exercise are very conservative and certainly understate the actual level

of injury among working injury.

TABLE 3-6
Estimates of occupational injury experienced by working children, by age and by industry

Age group Industry Number of Injuries

12 & 13 Eating and drinking 649

Grocery stores 341

Nursing homes 155

Department stores 182

Hotels and motels 117

Total injuries, 12- and 13-year-olds 1,444

14 Eating and drinking 1,442

Grocery stores 758

Nursing homes 345

Department stores 404

Hotels and motels 259

Total injuries, 14-year-olds 3,209

15 Eating and drinking 4,083

Grocery stores 2,145

Nursing homes 975

Department stores 1144

Hotels and motels 734

Total injuries, 15-year-olds 9,084

16 Eating and drinking 6,311

Grocery stores 3,316

Nursing homes 1,506

Department stores 1,768

Hotels and motels 1,134

Total injuries, 16-year-olds 14,035
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Industries that

employ large

ii umbers of working

children also have

high injury rates

17 Eating and drinking
Grocery stores
Nursing homes
Department stores
Hotels and motels
Total injuries, 17-year-olds

Note: Individual injury values have been rounded up.
Source: Prepared by National Safe Workplace Institute
Please se.... Appendix II for details on calculations.

7,576

3,98(1

1,808
2,123
1,362

16,849

As Table 3-6 shows, industries that employ large numbers of working children also have high
injury rates. Even though these industry groups employ large numbers of working children and
minorities, they are not routinely scheduled for safety and health audits by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Because of its limited resources, OSHA schedules
inspections only on industries with very high levels of injuries. Therfore, there is virtually no
chance that employers in industries other than those considered the most hazardous, will ever he
inspected except when a fatality occurs or multiple injuries take place the only time OSHA is

required to make an inspection or when complaints are made.

The result of current public policy is that employers of working children have little scrutiny by
regulators and, consequently, have little fear of meaningful and effective inspections or enforce-
ment actions. For the yoting, public policy fails to protect their interests and right to have a safe
and healthy work environment.

TABLE 3-7
Injury rates for industry groups that employ large numbers of working children, 1990

Industry group*
Total cases
(thousands)

Total case
rate**

Eating and drinking places 357.2 8.4

Grocery stores 250.2 12.3

Nursing homes 170.5 15.6

Department stores 166.8 11.2

Hotels and motels 128.4 10.6

*Industries that employ significant numbers of teenagers (author's estimate).
"Ratc-s per 100 full -time workers.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Ideally, work for children ought to be an issue for the child and for the worker or, possibly, for
the school. However, families and schools simply have not had sufficient information on which
to make informed judgments on whether work is appropriate and wise. Many parents are
blinded by their economic circumstances or by a fear that the recession may take their job or
reduce their income. Still other parents believe that they benefited from work and that work will
be beneficial to their children as well.

Moreover, most families and schools would like to assume that employers would have the best
interest of working children in mind and would voluntarily limit work activities or substantial
injury risks. Unfortunately, local individuals or familiesthe employers that hired working
children in previous generationshave been supplanted by distant corporations with franchise
rules and management systems that diminish the importance of local concerns and interests.

The Institute is hardly alone in its concerns about the adverse health risks for working children.
Table 3-8 summarizes the findings of other researchers from a variety of fields, including two
government agencies.

TABLE 3-8
Other research findings on occupational injury and working children

In the U.S

Injuries are the leading cause of death in children older than one year of age, and they account
for 45% of all mortality in 5- to 14- year-old children in the U.S. Approximately 10,0(Xlchildren
die from injuries each year.

A recent review of adolescent visits to emergency rooms in Massachusetts for treatment of
injuries found that of those injuries with an identified location, 24% had occurred on the job.

In 1986, workers compensation awards were made to 1,333 children under age 18 in New York
State for work related injuries; 42% of those injuries involved some degree of permanent
disability; 99 of the awards were made to children under the age of 15.

Source:
S. Pollack, P. Landrigan, and D. Mallino (1940)
Annual Review of Public Health, 11:354-75.

There were 31,509 work-related injuries in 26 states to working children under 18 in 1988 (up
from 27,480 in 1987).

Source:
U.S. General Accounting Office (I (A) )
Child Labor: Increases in Detected Child Labor Violations Throughout the United States
GAO/HRD-90-116.
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At least 1(X) children under 18 die in work-related incidents each year in the United States.

Source:
A. Sunda and W. Halperin .+41)

Work-Related Deaths in Children
American lournal of Industrial Medicine 19:739-745

3(X) children and adolescents die each year from farm injuries, and 23,500 suffer non-fatal
trauma.

Source:
F. Rivera (1985)
Fatal and non-fatal farm injuries to children and adolescents in the United States
J'ediatrics 76:567-73.

46(1 children were killed in work-related accidents on farms in Indiana and Wisconsin between
1970 and 1990.

Source:
W. E. Field and E. J. Sheldon (1992)
Paper presented at the American Society of Agricultural Engineers annual meeting in 1992.

Oregon:

From 1979 through 1990, 6,982 injuries to youths 17 and under occurred on the job in Oregon.

Of those accidents investigated by Oregon OSHA between 1983 and 1989, only 27 percent of
the employers were found to be in compliance with state and Federal safety regulations.
During 1987 through 1989, compliance fell to 20 percent.

Source:
Oregon Department of Labor
Compiled by the National Safe Workplace Institute
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Because society

tolerates life-

threatening abuse to

Mexican children,

businesses can get

by with less

offensive but still

serious acts to other

children.

The numbers of working children injured each year is large, most certainly much larger than
what has been projected in this report. Proper measurement of the health risks associated with
employment is crucial to understanding that abusive employment practices are more than a labor
issue, as important as labor issues are. The scope of injury to working children suggests that this
is both a public health issue and, as we will see later in this chapter, an issue for educators.

Child Labor and the Service Sector: An Overview
Children from less privileged segments of society have never been fortunate enough to receive
just treatment. In December of 1992, The Sacramento Bee described the poisoning of California's
migrant children in a series entitled "Fields of Pain."' The people of our nation allow millionaire
farmers to knowingly poison Mexican children in the interest of cheaper produce; we must
critically question why such practices are allowed to continue unrepremanded in this country.
Because society tolerates life-threatening abuse to Mexican children, businesses can get by with
less offensive but still serious acts to other children.

The Bee is not alone in what it has found. In 1990, The Boston Globe published "Children at Work,"
a series that revealed that child labor abuse has spread from the farms and garment district sweat
shops to a wider group of employers, including businesses in the service sector! The Globe
followed teenagers in the fast-food industry who not only lost precious sleep, but also fingers and
parts of hands.

The service sector today is far different than it was a few decades ago, especially for young
people. In the 1960s, names like McDonald's, Burger King, and Domino's meant little to the
average citizen. At that time, US. business was developing a new innovation called franchising
the technique of spreading similar business units with centrallzed control and authority. Its
creators believed that product quality and service had to be uniform if franchising was to have
value. For this emerging industry, centralization and uniform task management became a
formula for success. In the fast-food industry, franchised operations that promised prompt
service and uniform products were virtually assured of success in the market. Franchised fast-
food outlets exploded on the U.S. landscape and, more recently, across the industrialized world.

Many people have a positive attitude toward the fast-food industry and the industry has received
much praise for its ability to generate employment. Child labor practices in the fast-food industry
do not have an identifiable "villain," but reflect evolutionary changes in the service-sector of the
economy and in labor markets, and changes in other demographic factors well beyond the
control and influence of any single group. Many parents permit or indeed want their children to
work, and fast-food outlets provide the opportunity for employment. When demand fors his
child labor grows while the supply of teenagers declines, severe problems develop.
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industry today is

much more likely to

employ a white child

from a middle-class

family than a poor
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city.

It seems to make sense to hire young people in the fast-food industry. They do not require high
wages or benefits. They are readily available when peak demandexists, during the evening
dinner hour. The pattern of child labor utilization is substantially different from that which
existed in previous generations, when work could be done in the early afternoon hours or on the
weekends. Moreover, our convenience-driven society has increased the demand for fast-food far
into the evening hours. In the past decade, fast-food outlets have lengthened their hours of
operations by opening earlier in the morning and staying open later into the night. While data
are not available, it is likely that the average fast-food outlet in 1980 opened at 10 a.m. and closed
by 9 p.m. Today, typical hours are from 5 a.m. until midnight or later. This is especially true of
outlets in middle-class neighborhoods and the suburbs.

The profile of a typical working child in the U.S. is disturbing. The fast-food industry today is
much more likely to employ a white child from a middle-class family than a poor child from the
inner city. Indeed, investigations show that many urban fast-food outlets simply will not hire
youngsters under 18 because the supply of adult labor is so great. On the other hand, fast-food
outlets in the suburbs routinely violate child labor laws and employ under-age children.

Why Service Sector Jobs are Hazardous to Young People
The fast-food industry is the single largest employer of teenagers in the US. today. Indeed,
McDonald's has now passed General Motors as the single largest employer. For reasons that will
be explained, the fast-food industry is far more insidious and abusive to young people than the
casual observer would believe. The fast-food industry typically will hire youngsters off the street
and place them in jobs with substantial risk of burns, lacerations, slip and falls, with little or no
training. Indeed, many fast-food managers know virtually nothing about child labor or injury-
reporting requirements. There is little incentive for the fast-food industry to comply with these
requirements because there is only a slight chance they will be inspected by child labor or job-
safety inspectors. This is in spite of the fact that many industries that employ teenagers are
reasonably dangerous, as we can see from data presented in this chapter.

Government reports on injury to working children are fraught with shortcomings. For example,
we do not know specifically what percentages of injuries are suffered by teenagersalthough
studies show inexperienced workers to have higher rates of injury than experienced workers. In
any event, such data from the service sector would be highly suspect. Fast-food managers
typically insist that injuries be treated as a "family" responsibility rather than a business responsi-
bility. This is true even in serious accidents. Because injury reporting requirements are so weak,
there is little or no pressure on fast-food outlets to change. Because the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration does not inspect restaurants except in rare events, record keeping remains
a low priority.
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Physical Health Hazards in the Service Sector
The hazards in the fast-food sector are startling, and the lack of training outrageous. David
Mac Cullom, a past president of the American Society of Safety Engineers, recently wrote to the
Institute expressing his outrage at the hazards to which teenagers are routinely exposed. Mr.
Mac Cullom believes that teenagers suffer from falls, burns, cuts, electric shocks, muscle strains,
and many other injuries that appropriate training and management practices could prevent.

Such health hazards and steps to prevent them are summarized in Table 3-9 below. This table by
no means exhausts the scope of hazards or possible preventive measures.

TABLE 3-9
Health hazards likely experienced by teenage workers in the fast-food industry

Hazard Corrective Action

Slips and Falls

Cuts, Lacerations

Burns

Electrical Shock

Motor Vehicles

Lifting

Solvent and Chemical Exposure

Training, Better Flooring, Slip
Resistant Footwear

Training, Guarding, Proper
Supervision

Training, Protective Clothing and
Gloves, Proper Supervision

Reposition Outlets, Better Wiring,
Safer Appliances

Prevent Use

Training, Proper Supervision

Training, Proper Supervision,
Ventilation

Slav Loss Training, Proper Supervision,
Restricted Hours

Source: National Safe Workplace institute and David MacCollum, P.E.
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Mental-Health Hazards in the Service Sector
There are a number of mental-health hazards in the service sector that include both short- and
long-term concerns. Unfortunately, the research on the psychological effects of employment on
adolescents contains a number of shortcomings. For example, researchers do not distinguish
between the types of employment or the hours when teenagers are employed. A youngster
working late nights in a fast-food outlet is more likely to be more adversely affected by employ-
ment than a teenager working late afternoons in an office under careful supervision. Nonethe-
less, a number of researchers have compiled information that raises important questions about
the psychological problems that can be associated with adolescent employment.

Even a casual observer can recognize the enormous stress in many fast-food establishments,
particularly during the peak dinner hour or very late in the evening when tired student-workers
are serving impatient customers. The pressures of workparticularly in an era when young
people lack sufficient support systemscreate tremendous burdens that lead to abnormal
behaviors that for many young people quickly compound.

The positive impact of teenage work is offset by substantial harm. Indeed, many working
children are caught in a vicious cycle. They go from little or no income to $60 or more a week.
Consumer items such as Nike shoes or disc players that were previously out of reach are sud-
denly obtainable. Increased work leads to increased pressure and problems, which are described
in Table 3-10 below.

TABLE 3-10
A worst case scenario for the fast-food warder

Step

1

2

3

Activity

Teenager goes from little or no income to $60 or more or per week.

Student-worker consumes more status-conscious
items to replace decreased peer relationships.

Increased work load leads to curriculum
downgrading (e.g.: geometry to business math).

4 To accommodate the increased stress of work, substance abuse
increases. Hostility toward parents and school officials grow.

5 Academic deterioration, health problems, and absenteeism increase.

6 Family, academic, and social problems increase.
Student-worker drops out of school to work full-time.

Source: The National Safe Workplace Institute
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While it is not clear what impact excessive employment has on substance abuse and drop-out
patterns, it is clear that pervasive problems exist that are largely unaddressed by families, public
authorities, researchers, or educational administrators. For the purposes of this report, we have
made a distinction between short-term mental-health problems and long-term development
dysfunctions. This distinction has been established strictly to help the reader understand the
adverse effects of adolescent employment practices. The mental-health problems that have been
identified by researchers are provided in Table 3-11.

TABLE 3-11
Mental health problems for adolescents associated with employment

Psychological Distress
Drug and Alcohol Abuse
Anxiety
Depression
Fatigue
Insomnia

Source: L. Steinberg and S.M. Dornbusch (1991)
Negative Correlates of Part-Time Employment During Adolescence: Replication and Elaboration.
Developmental Psychology 27, pgs. 304-313.

Substantial and unappreciated long-term costs are associated with teenage employment, which
are identified as developmental dysfunctions in Table 3-12 below. Students who work long
hours often receive lower grades than their non-working peers, and are more likely to use alcohol
or drugs. Many teachers complain that their working students fall asleep in class and do not
complete homework assignments. Likewise, today's work experience may adversely affect
teenagers' future work habits and career decisions. Perhaps to help cope with the stress and
disorientation of having a job, many young people, finding themselves with money for the first
time turn to alcohol and drugs
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TABLE 3-12
Developmental dysfunctions experienced by employed adolescents

Poor Educational Performance
Delinquency
Antisocial Behavior
Reduced Participation in Extra-Curricular Activities
Drug and Alcohol Abuse
Curriculum Downgrading
Reduced Self-Esteem
Poor Peer Group Relationships
Autonomy from Parents
Poor Work Orientation

Source: L. Steinberg and S.M. Dornbu_sch (1991)
Negative Correlates of Part-Time Employment During Adolescence: Replication and Elaboration.

Developmental Psychology 27, pgs. 304-313.

The student-workers who suffer from psychological problems arP likely to do so without the

benefit of mental-health services. In turn for short-term wage gains, many student-workers are
unwittingly diminishing their futures. Many of the problems are latent, not becoming apparent

for a number of years. We do not have the monitoringand surveillance systems that will help us

understand, in scientific terms, the magnitude of the problems that have been identified here. It

is time that mental- and public- health researchers begin to examine these issues so that a proper

and thorough analysis can be made.

In April 1992,1. Donald Millar, Director of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and

Health, addressed the Childhood Agricultural Injury Prevention Symposium with the question:

"Who Shall Save the Children?" We may well ask the same when it comes to the service-sector.

In the final analysis, the problems identified in this chapter require leadership from a broad

spectrum of parents, educators, government, industry, labor, and political leaders. We all must

join together to save the children and not lose this opportunity.
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Chapter 4: A Profile in Neglect

They are ripe for explotation because they lack experience and information. The current eco-
nomic crisis a prolonged recession with steep unemployment makes the prospects for

working children even more bleak as the supply of workers willing to take low-paying jobs
dramatically increases.

Hard-pressed employers often use children because adults are unavailable, too costly, or too
independent. Even in the best of times, marginal employers are reluctant to invest in education
and training of adult workers, let alone the young. Employers complain, with some justification,
of high turnover rates by their young workers. In a recession, these problems compound as
employers cut corners and break laws to survive hard times.

Government has not come to the defense of working children. The U.S. employs more than
12,(X X) Federal and state fish and game inspectors,' yet there are fewer than 4(X) full-time equiva-
lent child labor inspectors. The bottom line: fish and game demand 30 times more budget
resources than the interests of working children.
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Federal and state governments have never appropriately addressed the scope and depth of child
labor. Government's failure has been tolerated by an uninformed public that has lacked access to
the vigorous debate that is so crucial to informed decisions and choices. In political bodies,
working children do not have powerful advocates because they do not vote and are not politi-
cally organized. On the other hand, those who employ childrenfast-food restaurants and
small businesses have enormous political leverage and, consequently, impact on child labor
policy-making and enforcement in the U.S.

With few exceptions, the government's capacity to enforce child labor laws is weak and growing
weaker. In this chapter, we will examine the Federal government's performance. In the next
chapter, we will scrutinize the efforts of state governments. The collective effort is one marked by
continued shortcomings. This combination an easily exploited human resource, working
children, meekly "protected" by a weak government results in the perpetuation of abusive
employment practices.

Table 4-1 below provides some information on the Federal government's commitment to child
labor inspections. The unfortunate reality is that most businesses that employ minors are un-
likely to ever see a Federal investigator.

TABLE 4-1
Information on Federal child labor enforcement

Number of Federal investigators likely to be conducting
child labor investigations at any time in 1992:

Number of Federal and state fish and game inspectors
in 1992:

Ratio of fish and game inspectors to child labor
investigators:

Number of U.S. business establishments likely to
employ working children:

Number of business establishments claimed to have
been inspected by the Department of Labor for child
labor violations in 1991:

Probability of a business establishment that is
likely to employ a child to be investigated:

Compiled by the National Safe Workplace Im.titute.

93

12,000

129 : 1

2,(X)0,000

40,000

2 percent or once
every 50 years.
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Ironically, political leaders who object to children watching 21 hours of television each week have

no apparent difficulty tolerating adolescents working twice that much. On May 2S, the Depart-

ment of Education, with Presidential support, released a document claiming that children

watched TV an average of three hours a day,2and identified TV as an impediment to education.

By comparison, the Department of Education has ignored the impact of work on the lives and

educational progress of adolescents. Television networks and cable companies are easy political

targets, much unlike the politically influential fast-food companies. The notion of attacking TV

while ignoring adolescent employment is like suggesting to a thief that it is appropriate to steal

from one group but not another. Statistics show that television and work take up equal amounts

of time in the lives of the estimated one half ofall teenagers who work. But that is only half the

story. Without question, work exposes children to numerous physical and psychological bur-

dens. The unwillingness of our political leaders to understand how children spend their time

ensures that we will remain ignorant about how adolescent employment practices impede

educational advancement.

Some adolescent employment practices especially work on farms and in sweat shops seem

ripe for public intervention. While all adolescent employment practices demand scrutiny and

attention, it is unlikely that our political leadership will come to grips with the broader issues

until it tackles migrant-farm and sweat-shop abuses. Two years ago, a specific plan was put

forth to address migrant-farm-labor abuses. The plan was killed by the White House.

Thwarted Vision
On July 24, 1990, then-Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole sent a memorandum to Edith Holiday and

Roger Porter.' Secretary Dole had seen too much of the poignant lives of migrant children who

are exposed to extremely hazardous working conditions, poor field sanitation, and impoverished

living conditions. Documents provided to the National Safe Workplace Institute reveal that

Secretary Dole had a bold vision to attack child labor problems in the United States. She took her

vision to the White House, where it was promptly killed.

Secretary Dole's vision was articulated in a lengthy memorandum to attack migrant labor

problems. Secretary Dole's initiative came, in her words, "from renewed reports of the substan-

dard and often deplorable living and working conditions some of which I have witnessed
myself of migrant farm workers." Her plan called for improved enforcement, enhanced

community outreach, and regulatory review. She wrote that "our program is ambitious, compre

hensive and feasible." But she warned that she was entering a "policy area ... that is not without

controversy." Secretary Dole's vision became a failed dream that would have led to meaningful

changes for these workers. The farm lobby, acting to protect its unfettered access to a cheap

supply of labor, thwarted the plan that the White House quietly killed. Secretary Dole left the

Administration shortly thereafter. Table 4-2 provides discussion on how her plan would have

changed the lot of farm workers.
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TABLE 4-2
How the Dole initiative would have helped farmworkers

1. Improve enforcement of farmworker protections by increasingthe number of farm labor
enforcement personnel (from 22 to 52), increase the civil money penalties forviolations, and

streamline the administrative process for assessing and collecting penalties.

2. Create enforcement "strike forces" to conduct highly visible, concentrated enforcement efforts

in targeted geograf hical areas. This targeted enforcement will have a much greater deterrent

impact on the general agricultural employer community than isolated, uncoordinated enforce-

ment activities.

3. Amend regulations and support legislation to better protect farmworkers from substandard

housing, child labor violations, and toughen grower responsibility for violations committed by

crew leaders.

4. Improve coordination with the Department of Labor and between Federal agencies to better

utilize the limited resources available to enforce farmworker protective laws and provide

services to farmworkers.

5. Improve service provided by the Employment Service to better match farmworkers to avail-

able jobs and to extend the protections offered by interstate clearance to morefarmworkers.

Prepared by the Farmworker Justice Fund, Inc.,Washington, D.C.,
at the request of the National Safe Workplace Institute
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What Does the Federal Government do to Protect Working Children?
The primary law designed to protect working children from abusive employment practices is the

Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. This law, administered by the Wage and Hour Division of the

Department of Labor, gives the Secretary of Labor broad authority to enforce child labor laws.

Generally, the Division has two basic responsibilities in enforcing the Fair Labor Standards Act.

These are:

1. Protecting children from hazardous occupations and tasks. Federal and state laws prohibit

,hildren from undertaking certain tasks that represent substantial hann.

These include:
Manufacturing and storing explosives
Motor vehicle driving and outside helper
Coal mining
Logging and sawmilling
Power-driven woodworking machines
Exposure to radioactive substances
Power-driven hoisting apparatus
Power-driven metal-forming, punching, and shearing machines
Mining, other than coal mining
Slaughtering, meat-packing, processing, or rendering
Power-driven bakery machines
Power-driven paper-products machines
Manufacturing brick, tile and kindred products
Power-driven circular saws, band saws, and guillotine shears
Wrecking, demolition, and ship-breaking operations
Roofing operations
Excavation operations

2. Restricting the hours that can be worked. There are Federally ihiposed restrictions on the
hours that 14- and 15-year-olds can work. Children also are prohibited from working past
established hours in the evening or before certain hours in the morning.

The Wage and Hour Division has far more to do than enforce the Fair Labor Standards Act. The
Division, unlike many other Federal agencies, has 12 other laws it must enforce, as well as
numerous whistle-blower protections. Until very recently, the division did not have specialists
on child labor issues. The task of enforcing such a large number of laws imposes enormous
administrative and management burdens on the division. Without pursuing a single child labor
violator, the Department of Labor and its Wage and Hour Division have a substantial challenge
in meeting their other obligations.
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Enforcing Federal Child-Labor Laws
The US. devotes very few resources to battle child labor abuse. It is not enough to blame this
failure on the Department of Labor. In fact, the Congress has appropriated less for child labor
compliance than the funds that have been requested by the Department.' The paucity of re-
sources make it difficult to do a comprehensive job in ensuring compliance. As a result, the
Department likely will become more reliant on complaints or other information rather than
scheduling inspections.

In recent years, the Wage and Hour Division has reshuffled the burden among its enforcement
officers. As recently as 1986, the Division's investigators devoted only four percent of their time
to child labor enforcement. However, that allotment has nearly tripled from four to 11 per-
cent during the past six years even though the Congress has given it four new laws to enforce.
Table 4-3 lists specific estimates on the actual number of full-time equivalent investigators
devoted to child labor enforcement. As this table shows, the Federal government has dedicated
more than 100 investigators two per state to the enforcement just once since FY 1983.
Currently, the equivalent of 93 officers are engaged in child labor activities. This is a ratio of more
than 59,000 working children per investigator.

TABLE 4-3
Actual numbers of Wage and Hour Division investigators, amount of time
devoted to child labor enforcement, and full-time equivalency estimates

Fiscal
Year

Number of W&H
Investigators

Percent of Time
Devoted to Child Labor

Full-time
Equivalent'

1983 928 4% 37
1984 916 4% 37
1985 950 4% 38
1986 908 4% 36
1987 951 5% 48
1988 952 5% 48
1989 970 5% 49
1990 938 11% 103
1991 865 8% 69
1992 841* 11% 93
1993 825** n.a.

*Through June 30, 1992.
"'Based upon current appropriations request.
Note: 1. It is difficult to estimate full-time equivalency. According to DOL records, Wage and Hour investigators
looked for child labor violations in more than 40,000 investigations.
Compiled by the National Safe Workplace Institute based upon information provided by the U.S. Department of
Labor.
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Even though just a small number of individuals are involved in child labor investigations, they
have found a large and until recently growing number of violations. It is impossible to
know with any degree of certainty if child labor violations are increasing or decreasing at any
particular time. For example, the Department of Labor claims that it "looked for" violations in
more than 40,0(X) investigations during FY 1991. Nonetheless, there are probably more than two
million businesses that employ adolescents. This suggests that a particular place of employment
had a one in 50 chance of being inspected during FY 1991; or viewed another way, that not until
the year 2042 will all of them have been inspected once.

"Sweeping" for Child Labor Violations
In recent years, the Department of Labor has pioneered a series of "sweeps" to identify violators
and to create a public awareness of child labor problems. The first sweep was engineered by
Secretary Dole in 1990 and was targeted at a number of industries. The child labor sweeps found
violations at two of every five businesses investigated and played a major role in the nearly
doubling of violations from 1989 to 1990 (see Table 4-4 below).

TABLE 4-4
Detected child labor violations by type

Fiscal
Year

Hazara is Order
Viol. 'lns

Hours
Violations

Minimum
Age Violations Total

1983 3,679 4,962 1,038 9,679

1984 3,821 3,750 812 8,385

1985 4,181 5,088 1,032 10,301

1986 4,725 7,937 1,193 13,855

1987 8,71(1 11,174 1,479 21,363

1988 7,946 11,953 1,616 21,515

1989 6,767 15,344 1,986 24,097

199(1 8,506 3(1,22(1 3,970 42,696

Source: U.S. Department of Labor
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There have been a couple of dramatic increases in child labor violations in the past decade
especially between 1986-87 and 1989-90. In almost every category, there has been a dramatic
increase in violations found by the Wage and Hour Division especially in the years 1988-1990

(See Table 4-4).

Partly as a result of public pressure, in 1990 Congress increased child labor penalties by ten-fold
as part of a revenue-raising measure. There was a substantial reduction in the following year,
1991. This year, the Wage and Hour Division had its second series of national sweeps. Secretary
of Labor Lynn Martin reported that her "nationwide strike force" had found more than 5,0(K)
minors working in violation of Federal laws.5

The 1992 sweep received substantially less publicity. The Wage and Hour Division's efforts did
not include 11 states: Arizona, Delaware, Hawaii, Kentucky, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada,
New Hampshire, South Carolina, Utah, or Wyoming. The vast majority of the 11 states, accord-
ing to an analysis presented in the next chapter of this report, have weak child labor programs.
The Department was not able to provide an explanation why the 11 were left off the list. It is

possible that the 11 states were passed over because of inadequate investigation resources.
Nevertheless, the poor record of many of the states that were passed over suggests that the Wage
and Hour Division should consider ways to improve targeting programs.

While the Department of Labor is proposing more penalties, the assessments and funds collected
hardly reflect the ten-fold increase in penalties that Congress has authorized. As we can see in
Table 4-5, there was a dramatic increase which has since slowed between 1986 and 1990 in
the number of minors found working illegally, and in the amount of child labor penalties that
have been assessed. It should be emphasized that Table 4-5 reflects only the amount of penalties
that have been assessed.

09
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TABLE 4-5
Number of minors found illegally employed and assessed civil penalties

Fiscal
Year

Minors Found
Illegally Employed

Assessed
Penalties

Amount
Per Minor

1983 9,008 $ 834,000 $ 92.58

1984 8,877 $ 1,088,619 $122.63

1985 9,836 $ 1,021,603 $103,86

1986 12,622 $ 1,492,195 $118.22

1987 19,077 $ 1,525,864 $ 79.98

1988 20,854 $ 2,139,82(1 $104.62

1989 22,508 $ 2,768,755 $123.01

1990 39,790 $ 8,451,268 $212.40

1991 27,655 $12,722,341 $460.04

Source: Compiled by the National Safe Workplace Institute
based upon data provided by the U.S. Department of Labor

Deals for Violators?
The Department of Labor actually collects only a fraction of what it assesses in penalties. It is
unreasonable to compare what is assessed and what is collected because assessments and
collections do not occur in the same fiscal year.

TABLE 4-6
Information on penalties actual collected

Fiscal Year Child Labor Penalties Collected

1983 $ 7'5;,900
1984 $ 732,000
1985 $ 808,0(X)
1986 $1,182,000

19147 $1,343,000

1988 $1,523,000

1989 $1,564,000

1991) $5,130,0(X)

1991 $8,284,000

1992* $5,697,578

'Through June 30, 1942.
Note: Information provided by the U.S. Department of Labor.
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The Department of Labor must to resist efforts to reduce collections. Such reductions raise
questions about the Department's consistency in pursuing violators. As we can see in Table 4-6,

Department officials have given congressional investigators a number of reasons for penalty

reductions.

TABLE 4-7
Most frequent reasons for adjusting penalty assessments in contested cases,
GAO Survey, FY 1991

Reason Percent of adjusted cases

Promise of future compliance
First violation
Gravity of violation
Size of business
Evidence in file does not support penalty
Financial hardship

63%
59%
51%
34%
30%
20%

Note: Categories total more than 100 percent because district directors or regional administrators could adjust

penalties for more than one reason.

Source: U.S. General Accounting Office, 11491 Child Labor: Information on Federal Enforcement Efforts (GAO/ HRD-

92-127FS)

Relaxing the Rules?
Unfortunately, the Department's enforcement punch is not matched by its search for more
effective rules to protect working children.' Bowing to pressure from the fast-food and grocery
industries, the White House has asked the Department to increase the maximum amount of time
that 14- and 15-year-olds can work from 18 to 20 hours per week. In addition, the proposal
would allow 14- and 15-year-olds to work until 8 p.m. on the night before a school day. Accord-

ing to documents received by the National Safe Workplace Institute from sources inside the
Department, the proposal is due to be cleared by the Office of Management and Budget by
October 16 and published in the Federal Register, where proposed rule changes are to appear by

October 2K That would be days before the election and would mean that a rule change could
take place before a new President took office.
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Unfortunately, some officials within the Department of Labor are too willing to accommodate

industry especially fast foodinterests. On April 23, 1992, a national news story reported that

restaurant managers in the Burger KingCorporation were warned on the company's telephone

hotline to hide some employee wage and hour records during a Labor Department crackdown?

According to affidavits filed in Federal court, two Burger King human-resources managers

warned restaurant managers over Burger King's voice-mail system to take internal records, in the

words of one manager, "out of the restaurant until the labor sweep blows over." The affidavits

were filed in conjunction with a Department of Labor lawsuit designed to bring Burger King into

compliance with Federal child labor laws. There are no indications of how Burger King knew of

any crackdown. Under Federal occupational safety and health laws, providing advance notice of

inspections is a criminal offense, punishable by prison sentences. Not so in child labor law.

The Role of Congress
The Wage and Hour Division has been severelycriticized by both Congress and its watchdog,

the U.S. General Accounting Office. Congress plays an important role in child labor, a role that is

often unappreciated by the public. For example, Congress has the Constitutional power to

appropriate funds and, as such, can provide funds and directives to improve compliance and

related :-..ograms. In general terms, Congress has done little to increase the Wage and Hour

Division's budget. Indeed, in correspondence with the Institute, current Assistant Secretary Cari

M. Dominguez claimed that "for the last five fiscal years (FYs 1988-92), under the leadership of

Secretaries Dole and Martin, the Administration has asked for more than $9 million above what

was actually appropriated, an averageof about $1.86 million per year ..." The Department

acknowledges that government-wide spending reductions have also effected the amount of

funds available to the Department.

Perhaps the most important action that Congress has taken is to hold oversight hearings. The

most extensive hearings have been held by Congressman Tom Lantos (Dem., California), who

chairs an influential House of Representatives Government Operations Committee oversight

committee. Many observers believe that Lantos Subcommittee has pressured the Department of

Labor to intensify its actions to protect working children. There can be no question that such

hearings have created enormous awareness that otherwise would notexist. In addition to

hearings, the General Accounting Office, a Congressional watchdog, has conducted a number of

reviews of Wage and Hour Division programs. GAO's most recent findings are provided in

Table 4-8 on the following page.
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TABLE 4-8
General Accounting Office criticisms of the Wage & Hour Division

Lacks formal written policy about publicizing the names of child labor violators

Lacks formal written policy to target any child labor investigations to previous violators. (Of

11 District offices visited by GAO, only three had conducted some follow-up investigations

on a regular basis each year.)

Has inconsistent procedures for using a state government's Work Permits as a basis for

conducting investigations.

Wage and Hour Division lacks a national investigation database (WHMIS) that can identify,

on an individual case basis, information on repeat violators, penalty collections, etc.

Department of Labor is under-detecting illegal child labor in all industries, but especially in

agriculture. In 1991, the Wage and Hour Division found just 264 children working in

agriculture.

Source: U.S. General Accounting Office (1992)
Child Labor: Information on Federal Enforcement Efforts (GAO/HRD-42-127FS)

Conclusion
The Department of Labor faces a difficult task in adequately ensuring compliance with Federal

child labor laws. The Department has insufficient resources to appropriately conduct its mission

and Congress, which has the power of the purse, has failed to provide it with funds to carry out

this neglected mission. The failure of both branches of government to address this situation

clearly plays into the hands of those employers who wouldand doengage in abusive em-

ployment practices.

Several members of Congress, notably Senators Christopher Dodd (Dem., Connecticut) and

Howard Metzenbaum (Dem., Ohio), along with Congressmen Donald Pease (Dem., Ohio) and

Tom Lantos (Dern., California) have introduced legislation to greatly change the Fair Labor

Standards Act. The proposed changes are provided, in matrix form, in Appendix III of this

report.

This legislation, which has been blocked by Republican Senators and the fast-food lobby in the

U.S. House of Representatives, warrants intensive national scrutiny. At a minimum, Federal law

must place requirements on how much student-workers can work during a school week as well

as setting limits on when work should cease the night before a school day. The debate on such

proposals is long overdue.
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Notes:
1. Basic Information of Workplace Safety & Health in the United States, 1992 Edition (Chicago:
National Safe Workplace Institute), p. 17. This report indicated that there are six fish and game
inspectors for every one occupational safety and health inspector. There are 2,000 Federal and
state occupational safety and health inspectors in the U.S.

2. See news reports covering domestic issues of May 28, 1992.

3. From a Memorandum for Edith Holiday and Roger Porter (then of the White House staff) by
Elizabeth H. Dole (then Secretary of Labor) dated July 24, 1990. This document was provided to
National Safe Workplace Institute (NSWI) on a confidential basis.

4. Memorandum and background information prepared for the National Safe Workplace
Institute by the Wage & Hour Division, US. Department of Labor, dated August 27, 1992.

5. See Department of Labor Press Release, USDL: 92-342, Thursday, June 4, 1992, DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR'S STRIKE FORCE SHOWS CHILD LABOR VIOLATIONS STILL WIDE-
SPREAD.

6. Document marked "confidential" concerning "Proposed changes in permissible hours and
time standards for 14- and 15-year-olds." This document was provided to NSWI on a confiden-
tial basis.

7. F. Swoboda (1992), "Burger King Tried to Hide Records, US. Says," The Washington Post
April 23, 199Z
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Chapter 5: Beyond Neglect

The Failure of State

Government to Protect s

America's Working Children

But most states have, at best, a very mixed record in protecting their children from abusive
employment practices. Other states are weakfailures by almost any measurewhile four
states Colorado, Kansas, Maryland, and Mississippihave essentially abdicated their responsi-
bility to the Federal government.

The failure of the states to rally to the defense of working children has been tolerated by an
uninformed public. In political bodies, working children lack advocatesbecause they do not
vote and are not organized. Those who employ children fast-food restaurants and small
businesses have an enormous impact on child labor policy-making and enforcementin the U.S.
In this chapter, we will examine the performance of the 50 states and we will explore, in some
detail, how lobbyists haveor currently areworking to weaken programs in a number of
states.

Where states (such as Wisconsin) have come to see child labor as an "education" issue, progress
can be made in developing a sensible strategy and approach. In states where child labor is seen
as a regulatory issue, policies and programs have been far weaker. State governments must see
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child labor as an education issue and realize that sensible child labor programs arecritical to

protecting society's investment in education. Until we as a society understand that German and

Japanese children are at home studying while American kids are flipping hamburgers, we will

not be providing a large percentage of our children with a reasonableopportunity to suceed as

students of higher mathematics, science, and foreign language courses that require regular

study and homework.

Evaluating State Performance
For several months, the National Safe Workplace Institute has systematicallyevaluated the
performance of state government on child labor issues. By presenting the results of this state
evaluation, policymakers, opinion leaders, and citizens can see what choices they have and what

other states are doing.

Like the Federal government, the states have child labor laws and enforcement responsibilities.

A proper analysis of state performance must include an examination of both laws and capacity
available to properly address child labor and youth-employment issues. After a thorough
review, the Institute concluded that states should be measured in the following areas: Work

Permit Issues, Hours Restrictions, Work Load, Health and Hours Protections, and Compliance
Capacity. Table 5-1 below provides the results of this analysis and exercise. In other tables

provided in this chapter, the reader can obtain more detailed information regarding how each

state was evaluated and scored for each of these categories.

Table 5-1
State performance on key child labor programs and policies

State
Work

Permits
Health & Hours

Protections
Compliance

Capacity
Extra
Credit

Total/
Rank

Alabama 15 15 30/13

Alaska 15 15 30/13

Arizona 15 15/31

Arkansas 5 -5 5 10/38

California 25 15 20 60/3

Colorado (No program.) /47
Connecticut 15 10 25/23

Delaware 15 15 30/13

Florida 20 20 40/6

Georgia 15 15 3(1/13

Hawaii 15 10 5 30/13

Idaho 5 5/43

Illinois 5 30 5 40/6

15 15 15 5 50/4
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Iowa'
Kansas

5

Kentucky 5

Louisiana 15

Maine 5

Maryland
Mass. 5 10

Michigan 15

Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri 15

Monta.ia
Nebraska 5 (-5)

Nevada 5

New Hamp. 15

New Jersey 15 5

New Mex. 5

New York 15 15

No. Carol. 15

No. Dakota 5

Ohio 15

Oklahoma 15

Oregon 15

Penn. 15 20

Rh. Island 5 5

S. Carolina
S. Dakota (-10)

Tennessee 15

Texas (-10)

Utah
Vermont
Virginia 5 10

Wash. 10

West Virg. 5 10

Wisconsin 25 20

Wyoming 5

3 5

(No program.) 131/4377

25 30/13
15 30/13
20 5 30/13

(No program.) /47
10 ___ 25/23
10 25/23
15 15/31

(No program.) /47
5 20/27

10 10/38
5 5 10/38
5 10/38

20 5 40/6
25 45/5
10 15/31
30 5 65/2
20 5 40/6

5 5 15/31
1(1 25/23
10 5 30/13
15 5 35/11
5 40/6

1(3 20/27
15 5 20/27
15 5/43

5 20/27
10 5 5/43

(1/46

10 10/38
15 5 35/11
15 5 30/13

15/31

25 5 75/1
10 15/31

Note: I. Iowa was given credit N it having a half-time child labor specialist.
lhah was the only state with a child labor program to receive a zero rating. Four states were awarded "" because

they do not have a program.
Fiw information about scoring, see the tables in the remainder of this chapter. This table has been compiled by the
National Safe Workplace Institute based upon a review of state child labor statutes and collateral materials prodtked
by states, and on surveys and interview,. with state officials.
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What These Rankings Really Mean
As the reader will learn by reviewing this chapter, even the "best programs" have serious
deficiencies. Therefore, these rankings should not be interpreted as a "seal of approval," even for
states with relatively high rankings. However, by studying and reporting on the types of pro-
grams and policies that states undertake, the reader can begin to appreciate the range of pro-
grams and capacities that have been developed.

Another way of examining the performance of states is to consider their rank by group with
editorial comment. This information is provided below.

58

States with scores of 50 or above:
75-Wisconsin , 65-New York, 60-California, and 50- Indiana.
Grades: Wisconsin receives an A-, New Yorka B+, California a B , and Indiana a B-.

States with scores in the 40s:
45-New Jersey, 40-Florida, Illinois, New Hampshire, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania.
Grades: New Jersey receives a C+, Florida, Illinois, New Hampshire and North Carolina
receive a C-.

States with scores in the 30s:
35-Oregon and Virginia, 30-Alabama, Alaska, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Kentucky,
Lousiana, Maine, Oklahoma, Washington.
Grades: These states receive a D.

States with scores in the 20s:
25- Connecticut, Massachusetts, Michigan and Ohio, 20-Missouri, Rhode Island, South
Carolina and Tennesse.
Grades: These states receive a D-.

States with scores 10-15:
15-Arizona, Minnesota, New Mexico, North Dakota, West Virginia, and Wyoming. 13-
Iowa. 10-Arkansas, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, and Vermont.
Grades: These states receive an F.

States with scores of 0-5:
5-Idaho, South Dakota, and Texas. 0-Utah
Grades: These states receive an F.

States without a child labor program:
Colorado, Kansas, Maryland, and Mississippi.
Grades: These states receive a 0 for lack of effort.
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Work Permits: A Key to Effective Programs
The foundation of effective state policy lies in the handling of work permits. Work permits

function largely as a "license" to permit young people to work. Typically, permits are issued by

the schools and copies are kept on file by state labor regulators. In many ways, work permits

provide the ideal tool to target inspections. But work permits can also be used in a more mean-

ingful way. For example, if a student-worker begins to perform poorly in scbool, then the work

permit should be rescinded. This strategy will only be effective when permits are extended to 16-

and 17- year -olds and educational administrators begin to appreciate the potential of the permits

in leveraging academic performance.

TABLE 5-2
20 states require work permits until the age of 18

Alabama
Alaska
California
Delaware
Georgia
Hawaii
Indiana
Louisiana
Maryland
Michigan
Missouri
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin

Note: Each state that extended Work Permit coverage until age 18 was awarded 15 point..
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Still 14 other states have extended Work Permits to cover 14- and 15-year-olds. That means that
16 states have no Work Permit coverage for working children, and that enforcement officials have
no way to identify where children are working. Of course, neither labor regulators nor educators
then have real leverage in addressing abusive employment practices or in linking excessive or
abusive work wt h poor educational performance. A list of the states that require Work Permits
for 14- and 15-year-olds can be found in Table 5-3 below.

TABLE 5-3
States that require work permits for 14- and 15-year-olds

Arkansas
Illinois
Iowa
Kansas
Maine
Ma,6achusett,
Nebraska
Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Rhode Island
Virginia
West Virginia
Wyoming

Note: Each state that extended Work ['ermit coverage for 14- and 15-year-olds was award d five points.
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A small number of state leaders are beginning to appreciate the leverage that Work Permits

provide both regulators and educators. A comprehensive Work Permit policy allows officials to

know which children are working and, in some cases, where the child is employed. A small

number of states are beginning to seriously address the linkage between permits and educational

performance. On the other hand, other states such as Texas, have employment certificates that

really do not serve the functions of Work Permits. Still other states have taken unusual steps to

make the Work Permit a more meaningful tool. Such steps include imposing a fee in order to

obtain a work permit, and requiring employers to obtain permits to employ young people.

information on these states is shown in Table 5-4 below.

TABLE 5-4
States with unique work-permit programs

Wisconsin requires a $5 Work Permit fee.

California and Washington are the only states where employers are required to have

permits in order to employ adolescents.

Notes:
I. Each state with a unique Work Permit program was awarded ten points.
2. The Institute tried to develop accurate information on states that link the right to a permit to attendance or

educational performance but was unable to do so.

Revoking Permits for Educational Performance
Officials who issue work permits should be informed on child laborlaws. Students who apply

for work permits should be provided with high-quality materials on regulations. Across the

country, schools issue work permits with little if any inquiry into whether the job is hazardous or

illegal. There is a growing trend for states to reserve the right to revoke, as well as to restrict,

work permits. As of January 1990, New Hampshire high school principals may revoke work

permits if a student is in serious academic trouble. Other states allow schools to revoke the work

permits of habitual truants.

Schools are best suited to the role of educating students and parentsand perhaps even employ-

ersabout child labor laws and issues relating to the safe and productive employment of high

school students. Currently, most schools only relay information on child labor laws in the form

of state labor department handouts when a student applies for a work certificate. In some states,

however, schools are being asked to play a larger role in protecting students from unsafe work

experiences.
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In New Hampshire, labor department officials have been giving speeches in high schools on child

labor laws and students rights as workers. In New York officials are considering implementing a

program that would require students seeking work certificates to complete a week-long class on

child labor laws and other labor legislation. In New York, all students under 18 must obtain a

work permit to be employed outside the school. The proposed one-week course curriculum,
"The Working Teenager," may soon be taught as part of an Introduction to Occupations course

required of all New York high school students in the occupational-education sequence.

To utilize expertise and outside resources, schoolscould work with labor department officials

and community leaders in developing and carrying outeducational programs on child labor laws

and workers rights and responsibilities.

Health and Hours Restrictions
Federal law establishes what hazardous tasks young people can undertake and sets strict limits

on the amount of hours that children 14- and 15-years-old can be employed.

Table 5-5
States with no restrictions for working in hazardous occupations

Arkansas
Nebraska
South Dakota
Texas

Note: Each of these states was penalized ten points.

Several decades ago, the American labor movement fought for a 40-hour work week, which has

become standard. In fact, the vast majority of workers now work fewer than 40 hours each week

and some experts are predicting that a 35-hour work week will become standard during the

1990s.

America's working children do not have it so easy. The averageadolescent goes to school an

average of 325 hours per week, according to Federal statistics. Yet only five states impose

maximum work leeks of 30 hours or less for 16- and 17-year-olds. This means that young

people who work the maximum permissible in these states are working and going to school for

about 62.5 hours each week not counting commuting time. The states that impose "caps" on

16- and 17-year-olds' working hours is provided in Table 5-6.
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TABLE 5-6
States with maximum work weeks during the school year
of 30 hours (or less) for 16- and 17-year-olds

California
Florida
New York
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin

Note: State, that "cap" work weeks for 16- and 17-year-olds were awarded 15 points.

By comparison, Federal law limits 14- and 15-year-olds to working just 18 hours a week. The
Federal government does not place hours restrictions on 16- and 17-year-olds. Ideally, state
governments should cap the maximum number of hours that children can be employed each
week as well as placing curfews on working the night before a school day.

Daily restrictions
Federal law requires that 14- and 15- year-olds cease working before 7 p.m. Most states, have no
daily limits for 16- and 17-year-olds, meaning that they can work without limits into the evening.
Table 5-7 presents information on states that limit how late working children .:an be employed
into the evening and what states limit how early children can work in the morning.

Table 5-7
States with work hour restrictions on mornings before school
and evenings preceding school (until 10 p.m.), for 16- & 17-year-olds

States (fate) with both morning and evening restrictions:
Alabama, California, Connecticut, Indiana, and Tennessee.

States (nine) with morning restrictions (on morning of a school day):
Arkansas, Florida, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Mici;;gan, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, and Wisconsin.

Note:
I. States that impose restrictions on 16- and 17-year-olds for both morning (day of) and evening'. (night preceding
school) were awarded 15 points.
2. States that impose restriction~ on mornings of a school day were awarded five pint,.
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Compliance Capacity

The toughtest laws are meaningless unless there is a capacity to enforce them and a willingness to
impose substantial fines if laws are broken. Table 5-8 provides information on the numbers of
child labor inspectors by state, including child labor specialists. The reader should understand
that, in many states, inspectors enforce more than one law. Indeed, some inspectors spend very
little time on child labor concerns.

Table 5-8
Child labor inspectors* and specialists, by state

State Inspectors

New York 152
Georgia 100
California 74

Texas 34
New Jersey 25
Kentucky 23
West Virginia 23

Ohio 20
Louisiana 18

Michigan 17

Oregon 17
Washington 17

North Carolina 16

Alaska 14

Hawaii 14

Florida 13

Illinois 13

South Carolina 12
Virginia 11

South Dakota 10

New Hampshire 8

M innesota 7

Tennessee 7

Wisconsin 7
Montana 6
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Rhode Island
Wyoming

6

6

Arizona 5 1

Maine 5

Nebraska 5

Connecticut 4 4

Nevada 4

Arkansas 3

Indiana 3 3

Alabama 2 2

North Dakota 2

Vermont 2

Delaware 1 1

Missouri 1 1

New Mexico 1 1

Oklahoma 1 1

Utah
Iowa 0.5 0.5

Kansas

Maryland
Colorado
Mississippi

-inti,rmation was not available flu- the number of inspeclorsfmni either Massachusetts or firm; Pennsylvania.

Note:
I. As of July I,
2. In many states, inspectors are charged with enforcing more than junk child labor laws. The numbers and
complexities of the laws vary widely from state to state.
Scoring:
States with ten or more inspectors were awarded ten points.
States with three to nine inspectors were awarded five points.
States with "specialists" were awarded five tx
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Inspection capacity means very little unless it results in compliance. One measure of compliance
can be found in authority to impose penalties and, more importantly, penalties actually collected.
The amount of penalties that states can impose as well as the amount actually collected by
statesvaries widely from state to state.

The amount of fines collected ranges considerably. Only a small number of states actually collect
fines. This information is provided in Table 5-9; the authority to impose fine levels is presented in
Table 5-10.

TABLE 5-9
States that collected fines in recent years

States that have collected at least $20,000 during a recent fiscal year:
Illinois ($178,698), New Hampshire ($238,167), New York ($148,584),
Virginia ($24,513), and Wisconsin ($86,940).

States that have collected more than $2,000 but less than $20,000 during a recent fiscal year:
Arizona ($12,969), Kentucky ($17,150), Maine ($2,200), and Oregon ($11,500).

Note:
Not all states could provide this information. In some cases, fines may have been collected by local governments.
Scorir.g:
Each state that collected more than 515,0tX1 in fines was awarded 15 points;
the remaining states with fines were award ten points.
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TABLE 5-10
State child labor penalty authority*

States with the authority to impose fines of up to $10,000:
Delaware, Michigan, and Vermont.

States with the authority to unpose fines of up to $5,000:
California; Illinois, and Wisconsin

States with the authority to impose fines of up to $2,500:
Florida and Maine.

States with the authority to impose fines of up to $1,000:
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
Hawaii
Kentucky
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Oregon
Virginia
Washington

States with the authority to impose fines of up to $500 (or less):
Alaska, Colorado, Idaho ($250), Louisiana, Minnesota, Montana, New Mexico ($300),
North Dakota, North Carolina ($250), Massachusetts ($2(X)), Oklahoma, Rhode Island,
and Texas.

States with the authority to impsts fines of up to $100:
Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa, Mississippi, Nebraska, South Dakota, and Wyoming.

States with no penalty authority:
Georgia, Kansas, Maryland, Missouri, Nevada, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Utah, and West Virginia.

"I or .itirs1 offilsse.

Note:
South (angina can imptse fines of up to S511 but it does not collect penalties.
Scoring:
States with the authority to impose penalties fr more than $1,000 were awarded ten points.
States with the authority to impose penalties of $1,1100 or less were awarded ten points.
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Innovative Stale Programs
A number of states have instituted innovative programs to address child labor problems and

issues. In order to understand the scope of state activities, it is important to understand such

initiatives. The initiatives identified in our research are highlighted in Table 5-11 below. Many of

these approaches are aimed at generating increased public appreciation and understanding of the

problem, and to deter violators from abusive practices.

TABLE 5-11
Innovative state initiatives

State Initiative

Illunois "Stings" (Child labor sweeps, night inspections)

Indiana Separate Bureau of Child Labor

Maine "Stings" (Child labor sweeps, night inspections)

Nebraska News releases of Federal and state child labor laws

New Hampshire Education seminars/workshops

New York News releases, garment district sweeps

North Carolina Child labor seminars, child labor task force, news releases

North Dakota Child labor seminars

Oregon "Child Labor Task Force, School-First Program"

South Carolina "Stings" (Special Inspections)

Washington Child Labor Task Force and Reform Initiative

Wisconsin Extra penalties for violations and injuries to minors

Scoring:
Each state with a special initiative was awarded five points.

Injury Reporting
In the minds of many experts, injury reporting to regulatory authorities is one of the most crucial

ways to identify potential hazards. If a pattern of injuries can be established, then inspections

and enforcement may result in problems being properly and adequately addressed. There are

many deficiencies in state child labor laws. In our review of state performance, it was evident
that the vast majority of regulatory officials receive little, if any, injury data. In most states,

injuries are reported to workers' compensation insurance authorities, if they are reported at all.
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According to a report by the General Accounting Office, half of the states use lost work days or
lost work time as the criterion for reporting.' The other half supposedly use more stringent
criteria, such as injuries requiring medical treatment. Such an approach is necessary because
most working children do not have consistent schedules and, as a result, do not experience lost
time in the same fashion as adults. Furthermore, injury reporting does little good unless it comes
to enforcement agencies that can use such information to greyent injuries. Until comprehensive
and timely injury reporting is required by physicians and hospitals who treat such injuries, the
systems will do little to prevent injuries.

At Risk? Industry Efforts to 01 State Programs
Industry groups spend substantial sums on lobbying and public relations, two important and
critical techniques in fighting reform. Lobbyists from the fast-food, retail-merchant, and grocery
industries are fighting to maintain maximum access to low-priced labor. Often, industries
represented by these lobbyists say one thing in public and another in private. At the state level,
lobbyists are able to pour special interest and public affairs contributions into the coffers of state
officials and representatives. In many states, their spending is exceeded only by the liquor .1nd
tobacco lobbies, while their image, profligated by advertising, is warm and friendly, engendering
wide public support.

The fast-food lobby's newest tactic is to co-opt the opposition or likely opposition. The fast-food
lobby is now influencing parent-teacher associations in a number of states. At the national level,
Burger King a company sued for non-compliance by the Federal government more than any
other company has given a multiyear contract to the National Child Labor Committee (NCLC),
a group historically identified with reform efforts.' Since receiving these contracts, the NCLC has
argued to journalists and others that it does not think that the fast-food industry is necessarily
bad for young people.

Industry groups are working as this report is being written to kill existing or proposed reforms in
Illinois, Wisconsin, and Washington' Already, industry lobbyists have worked behind the
scenes to abolish the Maryland Child Labor Program, which was considered one of the best in
the nation.4 Some of arguments used by industry officials are presented in Table 5-12. Because
the public has not been properly informed on child labor issues, industry groups have been able
to work with some success.
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TABLE 5-12
Industry arguments against child labor programs

Industry Argument: Child labor is an issue for parents and their children, not for government or the
schools.

Reply: Many working children come from families that depend upon the income of children to
displace parental income. In some cases, parents have not been able to focus on the issue, nor do
they understand the potential adverse effects of working. Also, the public investment in educa-
tion, health, etc., of the young is substantial and needs to be protected.

Industry Argument: Let the Federal government do it. The state has better things to spend money on
than bureaucrats.

Reply: State programs and policies are important. Currently, just 93 Federal investigators cover
the entire US. It is evident that the Federal government is simply not doing the job and must, in
the short run, be complemented by strong state programs.

Industry Argument: Restrictions on work will encourage kids to leave school.

Reply: Responsible employers should refuse to hire kids who drop out of school unless there are
extenuating circumstances. Too often work has been a magnet for young people who experience
problems at school or at home. By taking a "no drop-out" hire pledge, industry can reverse the
magnet effect and begin to make school more of a positive factor in the lives of young people.

Industry Argument Work is good for adolescents.

Reply: Yes, work can teach young people discipline and other important skills. But work,
especially poorly structured work, also represents both physical and mental health risks.

Industry Argument: Children have always worked.

Reply: Yes, and that is part of the problem. Too many adults assume that work will have the
same value from generation to generation. Unfortunately, many jobs that kids have today are
essentially brainless. For example, most fast-food places no longer have numbers on cash-register
keys. Moreover, there is very little mentoring. In fact, most kids are supervised by other kids.
Finally, adult work opportunities are simply not the same for children who barely finish school or
drop out. The days are gone when a kid can find a high-paying job in a steel mill or auto plant.

Compiled by the National Safe Workplace Institute.
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Illinois: An Example of Skilled Child Labor Reform
Even the most modest reforms are resisted by skillful and experienced business lobbyists who

often have the clout of governors and influential state legislators behind them. In Illinois,
lobbyists have masterfully defeated barring a last-second reversala comprehensive overhaul

even though on two occasions reform seemed almost certain.

The reform effort was triggered in 1991 when reform groups successfully persuaded one body of

the Illinois General Assembly, only to see the effort stalled in the Senate. Reform was sidetracked

when restaurant-industry lobbyists sent hundreds of fast-foci managers to Springfield, the state

capital, to argue that an overhaul would reduce hours that children could work, enticing many to

leave school. Legislators, especially those inclined to support business interests, found that

argument persuasive.

Reformers, who had been confident of victory, were suddenly faced with watered-down legisla-

tion or the prospect of defeat. Rather than face such a risk, a compromise was fashioned that
resulted in the issue being referred to the General Assembly's Council onChildren. The Council

is a body that had been established several years ago to resolve legislative conflicts on such

issues.

The Council on Children seemed to be a reasonable venue for reform to occur. A wide range of

witnesses provided testimony at several public hearings. The Council's task force decided that
restrictions would be placed on the number of hours that 16- and 17-year-olds could work: For
16-year-olds, 27 hours per week, for 17-year-olds, 29 hours. It also decided that a Work Permit

fee would be established and that the State of Illinois and the schools would split the proceeds. A
vote was taken and members of the task force concluded that its work was done.

But the Council's mission was not yet complete. Advocates parents, teachers, educators,

public officials, and others found their efforts successfully resisted by powerful but subtle fast-
food industry lobbyists. Within a few days, the task force was scheduled for an additional
session for one purpose: to delete hours restrictions on both 16- and 17-year-olds. The fast-food

lobby, which could not persuade the Council of the merits of its position suddenly turned to the
smoke-filled-room-approach for access and political power.

Stuck with an extra and unwanted session, reformers insisted that industry lobbyists show their
true colors. Reformers insisted that industry task force membersMcDonald's and the Illinois
Retail Merchants Association (which has substantial McDonald's financial support) explain
why restrictions had to be eliminated from the legislative package. At the session, industry
lobbyists said that they would not accept any caps even 51) hours per week! for 16- and 17-
year -olds.
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For reformers, the deletion was a hard pill to swallow. But a Work Permit fee seemed worth the

price. Industry groups, though, were not finished. This time, they turned to the Illinois Depart-
ment of Labor. The Department, which did not oppose Work Permit reforms during any of the
sessions, suddenly reversed its position on the Work Permit fee at a hearing of the Assembly's
Labor Committee. The Department's director, an industry ally, argued that a fee would be a
burden on working children. The General Assembly, eager to please industry lobbyists, quickly
concurred, and accepted the Department's newly arrived-at position. In effect, lobbyists killed
meaningful reforms.

True reform does not conic easy. Industry lobbyists will ardently oppose any effort that will
reduce the supply of labor, especially working children. By skillfully manipulating the system to
its advantage, reform was killed in Illinois.

What Do Working Children Know?
Surveys have indicated that students are woefully ignorant of the laws restricting their work
participation and are even less cognizant of their general working rights, such as compensation
for workplace injury and illness.

Table 5-13 below shows that a quarter of the teenagers surveyed by the New York Labor Depa rt-
ment reported that they did not have their legal rights explained to them. More than half (56%) of

the 1,106 respondents said they had participated in prohibited work activities or experienced a
child-labor violation at work. In another study, based on surveys of 5(X) students in a suburban
Albany high school, one out of three students reported that working adversely affected his or her
school performance.

TABLE 5-13
Students' self-reported child labor violations, New York State Department of Labor survey,
1988

Type of violation Percent of teens reporting violation

Legal rights not explained 25%

Asked to work off the books
Worked after midnight 20%

Excessive hours (14-17 year-olds) 14%

No working papers (employment certificates) 13 " -

Used a prohibited machine 11%

Injured on the job 9%

Worked in a prohibited job
Total Respondents: 1,106

Source: "Children in the Workforce. Setting Our Prim Ric.," report from Tborna,-. F. Hartnett, New York State
monis.ioner tit Labor.
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Survey researchers have also shown that students sometimes arrange their school life around
their work life. In a Wisconsin study, 44 percent of working juniors and seniors claimed that
employment was a "moderately" or "very important" source of interference with getting good
grades. In addition, 44 percent of working juniors and seniors surveyed said that taking only the
minimum number of courses required was a strategy of some importance in balancing work and
school, while 41 percent admitted to taking easier classes. The study concluded that teachers,
confronted with years of working students refusing to perform at expected levels, have reduced
their demands, thus accommodating the "dumbing down" of the school population:.

Pilot programs to monitor the grades and attendance of working students should be conducted
to determine if schools can intervene effectively to reduce job-related problems that result in
academic difficulties. Schools should also conduct surveys of students to determine the extent of
the problem in their institution. They should also consider requiring students to notify the school
when they accept a part-time job.

Much more information is needed about the work habits, attitudes, and educational performance
of student-workers. If schools can target students who may be suffering as a result of work and
develop strategies to protect the educational investment in youth, work can be made an experi-
ence that complements the educational processinstead of competing with it.

I. U.S. General Accounting Office (1992), Child Labor: Work Permit and Death and Injury
Reporting SY:4_01s in Selected States. GAO/HRD-92-44FS, p. 11.

2. Letter dated August 26, 1992, from Jeffrey F. Newman, National Child Labor Committee to
lo' eph A. Kinney, National Safe Workplace Institute.

3. See, fir example, the August 17, 1992, The New York Times, page Al2 and the August 1(1, The
Milwaukee lournal, p. 1.

4. National Safe Workplace Institute (199(1), Sacrificed for Convenience: Illinois Student-Workers
at Risk. NSWI /December, 199(1, pps. 45-54.

5. National Safe Workplace Institute (199(1), Sacrificed for Convenience: Illinois Student-Workers
at Risk. NSWI /December, 1990, p. 18.
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Chapter 6: Empowering Individuals

There are limits to g,,emment. While government can act to deter violators, meaningful change
will come only when children and parents have and make informed choices. Parents simply
have not been provided with meaningful information on the adverse effects of work. In this
chapter, we hope to provide parents and children such information so that they take sensible
steps to ensure that jobs are safe and complement the educational process. In a sense, this
chapter is designed to be a working guide for parents and children on how to cope with and
make the best of job opportunities)

Before children accept employment, they and their parents should understand what should be
done about problems that may Iccur. First, children and their parents should read and under-
stand Federal and state child labor laws. Information about these laws should be posted in all
establishments that employ young people. A copy of these laws is also available through state
and Federal labor department offices. These laws govern the hours that can be worked, and the
type of jobs that young people can have. Know these laws, and make them work for you! In
addition to reading and knowing these laws, consider the following questions and answers:
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Question: How old must I be before I work?

Answer: In most cases, you must he at least 14 to have a job. Some exceptions are newspaper-delivery and
farm-work jobs.

Question: How many hours should I work?

Answer: That depends on how much time you are in school. If you are in school full-time, five days a week,
we advise that you limit work to a maximum 20 hours a week (or 18 hours a week if you are under 16). If
you are in school less than full-time, then you may be able to work more. If you work too much, however,

your health and grades may suffer.

Question: How late should I work?

Answer: Never work past 10 p.m. on a night before school. Unfortunately, many laws are unclear on this
issue. However, problems do arise when teenagers work too late .

Teenagers who have not reached their 16th birthday cannot work past 7 p.m. or before 7 a.m. during the

school year.

Question: Will my job be dangerous?

Answer: Nowadays, far more teenagers are likely to work in a fast-food outlet than at any other job. A
1991 government study shows that young people working in the fast-food industry have a much higher
likelihood of being injured than workers in many other industries. The types of injuries include burns, cuts,
scrapes, and falls. Some teenagers have been killed in fast-food outlets from electric shock, natural gas
explosions, and from injuries suffered in armed robberies.

Federal law prohibits teenagers under 18 from working in occupations that the Secretary of Labor has
declared to be particularly hazardous. lobs such as operating motor vehicles, mining, logging, meat-
packing, demolition, roofing, excavation, etc., are strictly off-limits.

Question: What should I do if I am injured?

Answer: First, you should get immediate medical attention. Second, the costs associated with any job-

related injury are your employer's responsibility. Your employer should have workers' compensation
insurance to pay for any medical costs. If you lose pay because of your injury, you may be entitled to a

workers' compensation payment.
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Question: Will a job hurt my grades?

Answer: Work can be a positive experience and teach values, discipline, and money management. How
ever, a Massachusetts study shows that teenagers who work more than 20 hours a week will see theirgrades

decline. Also, in order to work, many teenagers will take less dcult subjects rather than the mathonatics
and science courses that can help them get better jobs as adults. Don't forget the reality: teenagers in Japan
and Europe do not work While a Gomm or Japanese teenager is home studying calculus and chemistry, a
U.S. teenager is likely to be working in a fast-food restaurant.

Model Agreement
To create maximum impact on the overall educational experience of teenaged student-workers,
the National Safe Workplace Institute has developed the Employer/Student-Worker Agreement
(ESWA) and the Skill Maximization Program (SMP). ESWA (see below) is a non-binding
contract that students can negotiate with their employers to define the parameters of their work.
SMP is designed to develop an understanding between schools and employers to maximize the
educational benefits of the work experience.

Any workplace provides opportunities for young people to learn important job skills. Unfortu-
nately, exposure to many skills-quality control, cash management, problem-solving and human
relations isn't provided to many adolescents. In fact, the opposite is true in the fast-food indus-
try, where job tasks are highly routinized and specialized at a cost to learning that otherwise
might occur.

Student-workers who are trained to be aware of the responsibility and importance of handling
cash register, dealing with customers and co-workers in a confident and polite manner, etc., will
not only gain valuable work skills but will also take increased pride in what otherwise might be
mundane tasks. With increased awareness and importance placed on specific tasks, the student-
worker will be a more dedicated and responsible employee.

The Employer/Student-Worker Agreement has the following basic objectives:

Encouraging students to maintain academic excellence.

Encouraging students to stay in school.

Developing an understanding of the relationship between work and education.

Enhancing career opportunities after graduation.

(Note: This agreement is designed to be executed between an employer and student-worker.)
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Employer/Student-Worker Agreement

EMPLOYER'S PLEDGE TO STUDENTS

I will not employ students who have dropped out of high school.

I will immediately terminate the employment of any student-worker who drops out of school

after being in my employ.

I will train managers and supervisors to be responsive to the educational and health needs of

student-workers.

I will monitor the academic achievement of my student-workers. I will fulfill this pledge by:

Reviewing each student-worker's grades upon completion of each term.

Rewarding good grades with monetary incentives including:

1. For each A, a student-worker will be given a bonus of $

2. For each B, a student-worker will be given a bonus of $

3. For perfect school attendance, a student-worker will be given a bonus of $

I pledge to encourage improved academic achievement of my student employees. I will fulfill

this pledge by:

Ensuring that student-workers are not scheduled to work the evening prior to an
examination.

That academic improvement of during a term will be rewarded by a bonus of

That participation in (an extracurricular activity) will be rewarded by a

bonus of $

I pledge to properly train student-workers to any and all potential hazards that may occur on
the job. I will fulfill my pledge by:

Posting the "Knowledge is Power"' poster in the employee work areas;

Distributing the "Knowledge is Power" brochure along with an employee api. nation.

Ensuring that student-workers are trained in safety and health issues, child-labor laws,
and other policies designed to protect their welfare.
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Employer/Student-Worker Agreement
STUDENT-WORKER'S PLEDGE TO EMPLOYERS

I pledge to inform my employer of a school exam at least one week prior to the examination.

I pledge to share exam grades and report cards with my employer.

I pledge to discuss concerns I have regarding my safety and health on the job with my
employer/manager or supervisor.

I pledge to immediately inform my employer if I am worried about a hob hazard.

I pledge to develop and maintain a positive attitude toward my work. I will fulfill this
pledge by:

Reducing my hours at work if I am tired or unwell.

Ensuring that my work does not jeopardize my education.

Communicating openly with my employer/supervisor regarding areas of
mutual concern.

Agreed to and Signed by:

Student-Worker Employer/ Manager

Parent (to acknowledge)

These materials were designed to inform student-workers about the possible risks of employment and can he
obtained from NSW!.

Skills Maximization Program
Schools have an important opportunity to work with youth employers to ensure effective and
meaningful learning opportunities. The Institute has devised the Skills Maximization Program
(SMP) agreement to help educators and employers understand what can and should be done.

The employer who uses SMP will benefit from employee commitment to the long-term improve-
ment of the business as workers find that their personal contributions have a significant impact
on daily business. Student-workers benefit by acquiring on-the-job training that improves their
chances for employment in competitive markets after high-school graduation.
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SMP is loosely based on a concept pioneered by Little Caesar's Pizza, a Detroit-based chain. The
program is designed to expose student-workers to all aspects of its business activities, such as
cash management (not simply operating a cash register), inventory control (why it is important to
use consistent quantities), quality control, customer satisfaction, and employee scheduling. These
activities do not require the employer to increase expenditures, yet they produce employees who
understand why they are doing their task and how it will carry over to future jobs.

The SMP agreement combined with the Employer/Student-Worker Agreement creates a founda-
tion for an effective empowerment strategy.

(Note: This agreement is designed to be executed between a school and an employer.)

Skill Maximization Program Agreement
As an employer of young people, I have both the opportunity and obligation to ensure that my
employees' talents and skills are fully developed. Because I am dedicated to young people, I
agree to participate in the Skill Maximization Program as outlined below. I understand that the
goal of this program is to create a work environment that complements the learning process by
utilizing the inherent aspects of the workplace to produce young people who are better equipped
to enter our nation's work force.

As an employer, I will provide:

1. A comprehensive orientation on all aspects of the company's operations.

2. Managers and supervisors who share the view that school must come first in the lives of
young people.

3. Training policies that will incorporate both a sense of opportunity and responsibility in
the student-worker. Student-workers must have the opportunity to excel on the job and the
responsibility to conduct themselves in an appropriate fashion.

4. Regular intervals in which student-workers can ask questions or seek direction in meet-
ing new challenges.

5. An atmosphere in which student-workers develop their skills in communications and
problem-solving.

6. A willingness to cooperate with schools in order to ensure that our work environment is
meeting appropriate challenges.

Signed:

SO Chapter 6

(for the school) (employer)
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Understanding the Importance of Empowered individuals
There is no question that go7emment has neglected its responsibilities in the child labor arena.
Citizens have every right to be outraged at the incredible neglect that exists. Every parent, child,
educator, and leader has the opportunity to make a difference. To be effective as individuals, we
must understand the following tenets:

I. Any strategy that places emphasis on compliance alone is likely to have limited effectiveness.
There is almost no possibility in the near term to organize a persuasive constituency to ensure
that adequate child labor compliance capacity is developed, given the crushing social policy
burdens and demands on time that exist today. Rather, we must strive for a balanced approach
that results in better policing of extreme employers while empowering young people and their
parents.

2. Parents and schools are not aware of the problems associated with such violations, or with the
short- and long-term tradeoffs of part-time work versus education and work force preparation.
Parents do not think of these problems because of force of habit or because of the acute economic

pressures that they feel.

3. Employment opportunities for student-workers generally do not contribute to long-term skill
development or educational attainment. On the contrary, employment, especially in the fast-
food industry, is likely to harm the educational process.

4. The fast-food industry provides many unrealized opportunities for effective contextual
learning. Such opportunities can be seized and maximized to the benefit of the education process
and be a "win-win" for all concerned parties.

The Responsibility of Parents and Educators
Parents and educators cannot assume that employers will meet legal or moral responsibilities to
their teenage employees. Read and understand the laws that govern work for teenagers. Don't
stop with the laws: monitor the educational performance and health of your sons and daughters
who work. If their grades drop, if they switch to easier subjects, or suffer unexplained illness or
fatigue, the job may be the problem. Protect the young they are the future!

Notes:
1. The National Safe Workplace Institute has provided a poster and flyer designed to empower
children and parents to properly and adequately address child labor issues. For a copy of the
flyer, "Knowledge is Power," send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the Institute.
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Chapter 7: At A Crossroads

SI-10111d

There are a number of conclusions that can and should be made based on a thoughtful review of
the role of work in the lives of our nation's children. Neither the Federal nor state governments
have been effective or comprehensive in addressing child labor problems. Society's views on
child labor are antiquated and inappropriate for the 1990s and beyond.

In early June 1992, Secretary of Labor Lyra Martin announced the results of a two-week strike
force focusing primarily on smaller towns and especially retail stores, restaurants, recreational
facilities, garment contractors and construction companies. In announcing that the Department
had found more than 1,3111) businesses in violation, Secretary Martin said:
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0ne of the key

features that

distinguishes the

U.S. from other

advanced

industrialized

nations is our

tolerance of child

labor.

"Work can he an important element of learning for today's youth. Butequally important is

reaching a balance that encourages work experience while allowing ample time for education,"
Secretary Martin said. She continued: "As we near the 21st century. an educated and well-

trained work force will be instrumental to our nation's economic competitivenessand our

children's future. "(Emphasis added.)

Work at What Price?
Secretary Martin is correct to suggest that work can and does impose real costs that will effect the

future of our nation. The US. is now in a competitive crisis. Yes, our exports have grown

because of a weak dollar. But the future is bleak. Competition in Europe and Japan is out-

positioning America in most of the critical export growth markets.

One of the key features that distinguishes the U.S. from other advanced industrialized nations is

our tolerance of child labor. In fact, the U.S., the United Kingdom and Italy are alone in the
industrialized world in widespread use of child labor. Excessive work is incompatible with
schoolespecially math, science, and foreign languagesand our continued abusive youth-

labor practices are like a dagger at the heart of our economic future.

In many ways, the argument can be made that children should not work. The argument can and

should be made that our children should be afforded the same opportunities for education and
adolescent enrichment as young people in Europe and Japan. However, to put an end to youth

labor now would be disruptive to millions of families who are experiencingeconomic hardship.
In the interim, the goal of public policy must be to find a way to st-ike a balance in the lives of

young people.

Interim Reform Goals
To this point, we have discussed our perception of the problem, ideas to changethe situation, and
other reforms that are important to bring about the changes that are desirable. We need im-

proved government performance, educational reforms, government reorganization, changed
labor-market patterns, and educational programs. The primary goals should be to:

1. Strengthen Federal and state government effectiveness and responsiveness to child labor and

to child occupational-injury issues;

2. Increase awareness among target populations (students, parents, educators, and the employers
of student-workers) of specific strategies for enhancing the role of work in the lives of teenagers;

and

3. Develop curricula and educational materials designed to prepare young people for their lives

as adult workers.
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First, states

should immediately

rLform current child

labor laws. Second,

they should examine

how best to

reorganize child

labor within the

context of

educational policies

and programs.

Federal -Slate Governments
Government at all levels should be examining ways to develop more effective and responsive
child labor laws. Government can also provide leadership and modest resources (by instituting
and sharing Work Permit fees) to encourage local initiatives through conferences, workshops,
seminars, newsletters, and other information vehicles.

Federal leslation. The Congress has been considering legislation (see Appendix III) to reform
child labor laws, legislation that has been effectively bottled up by a determined industry lobby.
To this point, the Administration has not proposed a meaningful alternative. It is time that the
Secretaries of Education and Health and Human Services acknowledge that child labor reform is
as much a part of their responsibility as it is that of the Labor Secretary. The President should
appoint a task force of these Cabinet officers to review America's child labor patterns in light of
future employment requirements and to arrive at a reform program.

We also need what can be called a "Youth Employment Empowerment Act." Such legislation
should include a small grants program which would help local groups to address child labor/
youth employment empowerment issues. Also, this legislation should require that the Depart-
ments of Labor, Education, and Health and Human Services coordinate research, policy develop-
ment, and programs on the role of work in the lives of teenagers.

Reforming State Government
There are two important goals for state government. First, states should immediately reform
current child labor laws. Second, they should examine how best to -eorganize child labor within
the context of educational policies and programs. Reform objectives:

WORK PERMITS
Every state should have a work or employment permit system to cover adolescents until they .
reach the age of 18 or leave school. A permit policy should help regulators identify where
children work and help schools monitor the performance and attendance of working children.

It is imperative that schools and parents be able to revoke a permit. Likewise, states should
examine the possibility of requiring employers who hire children to carry such a permit.

Finally, permits should be "portable" and reissued when a child changes a place of employment.

III Chapter 7
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It is imperative

that schools and

parents be able to

revoke a permit.

Likewise, states

should examine the

possibility of

requiring employers

who hire children to

carry such a permit.

HOURS RESTRICTIONS
During the school year, working children below the age of 16 should be limited to 15 hours per
week, with a 7 p.m. school-night curfew. For 16- and 17-year-olds, there should be a 20-hour
limit per week, with a 8 p.m. curfew on the nights before school.

Exceptions could be made on the basis of economic need and academic performance. In a model
procedure, the Department of Education could make exceptions based on consultations with
parents, educators, and other appropriate authorities.

INJURY REPORTS" G
All injuries requiring medical treatment should be reported immediately to a state agency that
has the legal authority to investigate and control work hazards.

COMPLIANCE
States need the legal and moral authority to cease abusive work practices. They can achieve it by
providing for significant penalties and for the au thorit; gain the immediate abatement of a
dangerous or excessive work practice.

The ability to penalize abusive employers to bring them into compliance is also crucial.

REORGANIZATION
Reorganization of state government is important over the long run. Indiana, for example, has
established a Department of Workforce Development. This new agency addresses the specific
goal of program development to ensure that young people are properly prepared for adult
employment. State governments make enormous investments in educational funding and in
training (vocational education and community colleges). However, these programs often work at
cross purposes to the need of meeting future work force requirements.

In addition, schools should refuse to grant work permits to students with poor educational
performance. Students should be required to meet specific criteria (e.g., grades, attendance)
before a permit is issued. Exceptions could be made for students whose jobs are a financial
necessity.

MODEL STATE LEGISLATION
The National Consumer. League, which has led the fight to reform Federal and state child labor
laws, has recently completed a process of drafting a model state child labor law. Key provisions
of the model law are provided in Table 7-1.
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TABLE 7-1
Model state child labor law

Major provisions of the model state child labor law:

1. Significantly revises and updates the list of Hazardous Occupation Orders (occupations,
machines, and work sites that are prohibited for minors under 18).

2. Provides equal protection under the law for migrant and seasonal farmworker children by
setting a minimum age of 14 for employment, and by prohibiting minors from dangerous
agricultural occupations and substances.

3. Establishes a linkage between educational fulfillment and continuation of work.

4. Reasonably restricts employment for all minors under lg.

5. Requires work permits as a means to monitor employment and facilitate investigations.

b. Acknowledges the vulnerability and inexperience of working minors through requiring labor
education prior to employment so that minors learn the laws protecting them in the workplace.

7. Provides enhanced enforcement provisions and specific enforcement financing.

8. Establishes stiff penalties for child labor law violators.

l'repared by the National Consumers League, Washington, D.C.
at the request of the National Safe Workplace Institute
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Schools
Curriculum Reform. One of the best methods for educating students on issues surrounding work
and school responsibilities may be the adoption of a mandatory curriculum aimed at 12- and 13-

year -old students. By instituting a curriculum on workers' rights and responsibilities, schools
could do more than merely dole out information on child labor laws.

Such curricula could be expanded to include a wider discussion of the connection between the
workplace and skills taught in school, including information on skills required for the fastest-

growing and best-paying jobs of the 21st century. The class could also include information on
balancing work and school responsibilities, job-hunting skills, and finding career-oriented work
opportunities such as internships and community volunteer work.

By educating students as young as 12 and 13 to make informed decisions about work, schools can

do much to protect the public's educational investment as well as to encourage students to
consider long-term work and school options. Aiming this curricula at junior-high and middle-
school students would help students select high-school courses of study, as well as empower
them to make decisions before their high-school work and study patterns become set.

School-Community Relationships
In addition to educating youth in schools, educators could work with community leaders,

including employers, to conduct a community-based educational campaign to educate parents
and employers, as well as students, on child labor laws and the need for students to balance work
and school responsibilities. School principals could meet with local employers to discuss com-
munity concerns about scheduling young workers on late night shifts.

Many people, including educators, believe that the issue of child labor is a matter for parents, and
not educators. However, many educators concede that neither parents nor students are generally
aware of the child labor laws or give much consideration to the toll that working long hours can
take on school performance. Counselors say that parents often move to remedy the situation,
however, when a student is failing one or more classes and a heavy work schedule is implicated
as a factor. For some student-workers, such intervention may come too late.
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Reform for American Cities
Our approach for large cities must be built upon an appreciation of the following realities:

While there is a shortage of student-worker labor in suburban communities and in middle- and
upper-middle-class neighborhoods, there is a surplus of labor in poor neighborhoods.

The employer awninunity (our focus is primarily on the service-sector, the largest employer of
student-workers) has different labor market needs and goals. As a result, the employer-
community will resist legislation and regulations that may constrict the supply of teenage
labor, especially in suburban communities. Suburban employers typically pay $1.25 more pe*
hour than urban student-worker employers because of a scarcity of workers.

Goal 1. Increase job opportunities for minority youth. fob opportunities should be linked to academic

peiformance and career counseling.

Problem: Fast-food restaurants in the suburbs pay more per hour than than those in the city due
to the law of supply and demand. While many white suburban kids are working longhours,
urban young people, the majority of whom are Latino and African-American, are denied
opportunities to work at all. Indeed, most urban fast-food operations will not hire young people
under 18 (because of a labor surplus in cities), while suburban establishments often hire kids
under 14 (because of labor shortage).

Answer: Move young job-seekers from the city to the suburbs through van pooling or other
innovative transportation arrangements. Alternate methods such as public transportation
vouchers are far less attractive. Public transportation is considered unsafe, especially for young
women who would have to endure long commutes.

Discussion: An effort should be made with minority and urban-based community organizations
to create what could be called the "Youth Job Opportunities Program." Suburban employers
would be encouraged to support a van pooling system. By expanding the supply of student-
workers to suburban employers, we can provide jub opportunities for urban youth and reduce
the substantial demands that are often placed upon suburban student-workers.

This initiative should reduce many problems associated with inner city life: crime, drug use,
vandalism, gangs, etc. But to meet broader goals, any effort to provide jobs to urban youth
should be linked to the academic performance and development needs of the individual student-
worker.
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Goal 2. Use jobs as an incentive to make progress in school.

Problem: Unfortunately, many teenage student-workers will sacrifice school for work. In fact,
many young people drop out of school for the lure of fast-food bucks.

Answers:
a. Persuade employers of student-workers to take a "no drop-out" hire pledge.

If employers, especially in the service industry, refuse to hire drop outs, then kids will have
an added inducement to complete their education. The key is to persuade large employers,
churches, school leaders, etc., to get behind such an initiative.

The pledge could be waived in special circumstances (for example, an economic crisis).

The pledge should not punish either employers or teenagers. The pledge is designed to
encourage employers to think about the long-term interest of both society and the student-
worker while reducing jobs as a magnet for teens to leave school.

b. Encourage employers to monitor grades, attendance, etc., and to reward student-workers who do well.

The model Employer/Student-Worker Agreement, for use by schools, parents, and stu-
dent-workers (see Chapter 6), will result in jobs emerging as an incentive for better aca-
demic performance.

Goal 3. Contextual learning in the fast -food industry.

Workplace learning has become a priority in preparing the future work force. The fast-food
industry and service sector must be challenged to re-think the current work experience to make
job tasks more conducive to skill-building and future job requirements.

Legitimate contextual learning must include an honest and comprehensive look at the dynamics
of the employer-employee relationship.

Chapter 7
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Goal 4. Develop a work force literacy curricuhan.

Young people need to know about work, our labor laws, and their responsibilities to employers if
the U.S. is to develop the kind of cooperative employer-employee strategies that are crucial to the
future of the nation. In recent years, much attention has been given to "computer literacy" and
other skill-building phenomena in order to strengthen the employability of young people. We
are penny-wise and pound-foolish as a community and as a nation to view work force literacy in
narrow, skilled-based terms.

Children should not only know the child labor and safety laws that will protect them during their
career, but should also receive instruction in the meaning of work, the history of work, and the
way that work should bring creativity and meaning to their adult lives. Americans should it mk
upon the workplace as an arena in which to become full citizens in the new world economy.
Students could learn this material through films, texts, and role playing, among other techniques.

Goal 5. Strengthen community outreach and employer education.

We are optimistic that more is needed than just a "stick" approach to making youth employment
empowerment a reality. We can develop a "carrot" by creating a Department of Labor consulta-
tion service that is geared to assisting employers comply with the law.

The model for this strategy is Section 7(c) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 197(1, the
Federal job health law. Under 7(c), a consultation program is established to help employers in
high-hazard industries meet the burdens of the law. We need a consultation strategy that helps
employers, especially small businesses, understand the requirements and goals of state law.

The National Safe Workplace Institute concluded that compliance strategies alone are insufficient
to address the issue of work in the lives of young people. This judgment is based on the view
that government has limited child labor enforcement resources and that meaningful expansion of
those resources is unlikely in the near future. As a result, we must look to community involve-
ment strategies to enable people to address the often serious and long-neglected underlying
issues associated with employment practices of student-workers. One approach is empower-
ment: enabling others to resolve their problems without substantial reliance on external re-
sources. By providing how-to information and materials to simplify various tasks, empower-
ment strategies can gain a large payoff in terms of the investment that is expended. Empower-
ment strategies must only supplement compliance strategies, which are critical in coping with
abusive practices.
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Empowerment of working children, their parents, and communities must be a crucial element in
any realistic educational reform strategy that is dedicated to equipping young people for an
increasingly competitive world. The thrust of policy must be to help young people find a balance
in their lives, not to deny them job opportunities. To ignore these needs will risk our collective
investment in education and jeopardize our nation's future. The schools must play a more
constructive role in helpiiG students cope with the burdens of work.

Philanthropic Community
Foundations have been important hinders of educational reform. If education is to be meaning-
ful and effective for adolescents, then foundations should pay attention to child labor and youth-
employment policy issues. With a modest investment from the philanthropic community,
community and public interest groups could play an important role in countering the positions of
industry groups. We have lacked the informed debate and choice we need as a society, and
without the involvement of foundations, meaningful debate and the prospect of change will be
delayed. At a minimum, foundations should see such an effort as part of their educational
agenda.

Current government regulation is anachronistic on child labor issues. We must reform govern-
ment, understanding that child labor and work force preparedness should be connected when-
ever possible so that student-workers can maximize their knowledge of productive work habits
and thought processes during part-time employment opportunities that come early in the
teenage years.

Our ability to address child labor issues reflects on our national character and our willingness to
invest in children. We are at a crossroads. The time has come for serious debate on the role of
work in the lives of our children. Perhaps with this report, we hope that the debate that is so
crucial to the future of our children and nation will have begun.
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Appendices

APPENDIX I

The injury rate per 100 workers of 8.6 is an average given by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The number of children by age has been reported by the Bureau of Census for the 1990 Census.

The average minor workweek of 15 hours can be determined from the values given in Table 3-5
by averaging the average number of hours worked each week for 12 & 13-, 14-, 15-, 16- & 17-year-
olds.

APPENDIX II

The following is a description of the formula used to determine the number of injuries for one
age group and one industry group only. This process is then repeated for all other age and
industry groups to determine the total values.

12 & 13 year olds:

Total number of injuries for
eating and drinking places = 357,200 = A
Workfore percentage = 3% = B

Number of child injuries = A * B = 10,716 = C

Avg. minor workweek (hours) 6
Avg. adult workweek (weeks) 40
Work week ratio = D / E .15

Avg. minor workyear (weeks) = 21 = G
Avg. adult workyear (weeks) = 52 = H
Work year ratio = G / H = .404 = I

Final number of injuries = C * F* I = 649
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APPENDIX DI
Matrix Comparing Existing Law with S. 600 and H.R. 2076

Note:
The legislation examined in this appendix expired in the 1992 session of Congress. To find out if
similar legislation has been introduced, please contact the Education and Labor Committee, U.S.
House of Representatives (phone 202/225-4527), or the Labor and Human Resources Committee,
U.S. Senate (phone 202/224-5375).

Provisions Current Law Farm * Non-Farm

Age when all child labor
law restrictions are lifted.

Minium age to work.

Exemptions to minimum
age requirments.

Age covered by hazardous
occupations regulations.

Age when work is limited
to non-school hours.

11 Appendix

16 18

14

Minors ages 12 and 13 may
be employed if job is on
same farm where parents
are e yoyed.

Mi;ors under age 12 may be
tmployed with written
onsent of parent (or person

!tanding in their place) on
farm where none of the
employees are entitled to
the federal minimum wage.

Minors ages 10 and 11 may
be employed as hand
ha rwstors if employer first
obtains a waiver from DOL.

Under 16.

Under 16.

14

Minors of any age may
deliver newspapers.

Minors of any age may
may engage in wreath-
making at home.

Minors of any age may
engage in the performing
arts.

Under 18.

Under 16.



S. 600 Farm** Non-Farm H.R. 2076 Farm ** Non-Farm

18 Retains current law
for minors not
working on farms.

18 Retains current law
for minors not
working on farms.

Retains current law. Retains current law. Retains current law. Retains current law.

The 3 exemptions
contained in the FLSA
allowing minors under

Retains current law. The 3 exemptions
contained in the FLSA
allowing minors under

Retains current law.

14 to work as migrant or
seasonal farmworkers
are eliminated.

14 to work as migrant or
seasonal farmworkers are
expressly disallowed.

Under 16.

Retains current law.

Retains current law.

Retains current law.

Appendix

Under 18.

Retains current law.
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Provisions Current Law Farm * Non-Farm

Age covered by hours
restrictions on work
before and after school.

Age when certificate of
employment is required.

Age when parental
consent is required to
obtain certificate.

Civil fines for violations.

Civil penalties for
violations.

Private right of action.

El Appendix

No restrictions of this type
on minors of any age
working on farms.

No federal provisions,
varies from state to state.

No federal provisions,
varies from state to state.

Up to $10,000.

No provision.

No provision.
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Under 16.

No federal provisions,
varies from state to state.

No federal provisions,
varies from state to state.

Up to $10,000.

No provision.

No provision.



S. 600 Farm** Non-Farm H.R. 2076 Farm ** Non-Farm

Retains current law.

Under 18 and does not
have a high school diploma.

Under 16.

Retains current law.

Willful violators:

are ineligible for federal
grants, contracts, and loans
for 3 years after the date
of the violation;

are ineligible to pay
the training wage; and

will have their names
distributed in school
districts where they are
located.

Retains current law.

Retains current law.

Under 18 and does not
have a high school diploma.

Under 16.

Retains current law.

Willful violators:

are ineligible for federal
grants, contracts, and loans
for 3 years after the
date of the violation;

are ineligible to pay
the training wage; and

will have their names
distributed in school
districts where they are
located.

Retains current law.

Appendix

Under 18.

Under 18 and does not
have a high school diploma.

Under 18.

Retains current law.

Willful violators:

are ineligible for federal
grants, contracts, and loans
for 5 years after the
date of the violation;

are ineligible to pay
the training wage; and

will have their names
distributed in school
districts ere they are
located.

Creates a private
right of action for
child labor violations.
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Under 18.

Under 18 and does not
have a high school diploma.

Under 18.

Retains current law.

Willful violators:

are ineligible for federal
grants, contracts, and loans
for 5 years after the
date of the violation;

are ineligible to pay
the training wage; and

will have their names
distributed in school
districts where they are
located.

Creates a private
right of action for
child labor violations.



Provisions Current Law Farm Non-Farm

Criminal fines for
violations.

Criminal penalties for
violations.

Fair Labor Standards
Act coverage.

Up to $5,000 for individuals
and up to $10,000 for
corporations convicted of
willful violations not
resulting in death.

Up to $250,000 for
individuals and up to
$500,000 for corporations
convicted of willful
violations resulting in death.

Up to 6 months in jail
for willful and
repeated violations.

Businesses with annual
sales dollar amounts
below $500,000 are
exempt from coverage
under the FLSA

(including its child
labor provisions).

Up to $5,000 for individuals
and up to $10,000 for
corporations convicted of
willful violations not
resulting in death.

Up to $250,000 for
individuals and up to
$500,000 for corporations
convicted of willful
violations resulting in death.

Up to 6 months in jail
for willful and
repeated violations.

Businesses with annual
sales dollar amounts
below $500,000 are
exempt from coverage
under the FLSA

(including its child
labor provisions).

" This chart does not address current federal law governing minors employedby their parent or

person standing in their place on a farm owned or operated by such a parent or person.
"" Neither S. 600 nor H.R. 2076 contains any provisions affecting minors employed by their parent
or person standing in their place on a farm owned or operated by such a parent or person.
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S. 600 Farm** Non-Farm H.R. 2076 Farm ** Non-Farm

Retains current law.

Retains current law.

Retains current law.

Retains current law.

Retains current law.

Retains current law.

FLSA to all businesses.

Up to $250,000 for
individuals and up to
$500,000 for corporations
convicted of willful
violations resulting
in serious bodily
injury to or death of
child laborer.

Up to 5 years in jail for
willful violations resulting
in serious bodily injury.

Up to 10 years in jail
for willful violations
resulting in death.

New provisions applies the
child labor sections of the
FLSA to all businesses,
regardless of the annual
dollar volume of their sales.

Up to $250,000 for
individuals and up to
$500,000 for corporations
convicted of willful
violations resulting
in serious bodily
injury or death of
child laborer.

Up fil-5 years in jail for
willful violations resulting
in serious bodily injury.

Up to 10 years in jail
for willful violations
resulting in death.

New provisions applies the
child labor sections of the
FLSA to all businesses,
regardless of the annual
dollar volume of their sales.
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About the National Safe Workplace Institute

The National Safe Workplace Institute was founded in 1987 as an independent, not-for-profit
research and education organization.

The Institute's publications are available for a nominal cost. Please contact the Institute for a
publications list. The Institute is funded by foundation grants, publication sales, charitable
contributions and by contracts.

Contributions are essential for the Institute's success and independence. Please give generously.
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his report . . . is regarded by many specialists as the most comprehensive

national survey of child labor programs in more than a decade.

The Los Angeles Times

Each wear in the 1980's and 1990's several hundred U.S. children died and thousands were injured in their work work that too often was performed
under illegal and exploitative conditions. Until now, this toll has gone has largely unrecognized. NSWI is to be commended for its searching
investigation of this profound social ill.

Philip J. Landrigan, M.D.
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York

The following words spring to my mind when I read this report: dedicated, persevering, compassionate, and informative. NSW; has supp!ied us with
statistics, contacts and information, as well as very clear and concise ideas for solving problems and reaching goals.

Suzanne Boutros, Indianapolis, Founder and Co-Chair
People Against Dangerous Delivery

The Institute has become, in its brief history, the social conscience of the nation on job safety. With this work, it has achieved the same status on child
labor.

William Serrin, Author
Former Labor Reporter, The New York Times

Citizens need to come to grips with the 1990's version of child labor and the avarice that drives the fast food industry to abusive practices. This report
is a good starting point.

Ralph Nader
Consumer Advocate

Once again NSWI is making an important contribution to the solution of a major problem. We need reforms in law and in enforcement, but these
changes will take an informed and aroused public.

Tom Lantos
U.S. Congress

Teachers, parents and community leader' need to pay far more attention to the role of work in the lives of our adolescents. This report helps its
understand this neglected issue.

Cartha Tennille
Work Experience Education Teacher
Montclair, California

This report is extraordinarily effective in calling attention to the array of problems associated with the ovenvorking of Anzrwils children. Parents.
educators, employers, and young people themselves should pay close attention to the warnings issued in this important and timely hook.

Laurence Steinberg, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology, Temple University and co-author,
"When teenagers work: The psychological and social costs of adolescent employment"

This report provides an insightful examination of a problem that has not only resurfaced, but has dramatically escalated over the last decade much to
our nation's shame. !applaud an effort that so thoroughly covers every facet of the child labor issue and concludes with the bottom line that we must
110 a better job to protect the health, education, and well-being of working children.

Linda F. Golodner, President,
National Consumers League


